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FOREWORD 
 

The right to education by every individual is reverberated in the World 

Declaration on Education for All (EFA). This is specifically enunciated in the Article on 
Universalizing Access and Promoting Equality to Education. EFA's ultimate goal is to meet 

the basic learning needs of all children, youth, and adults with focus on the 

disadvantaged group. 
The desire to realize this goal has spurred the Special Education Division of the 

Bureau of Elementary Education now, Student Inclusion Division of the Bureau of 

Learning Delivery to provide an effective and meaningful instruction to the blind 

through a revised and up-to-date Filipino Braille Code. 

According to Gloria Cruz Mendoza, the author of the original Filipino Braille Code, 

she started to formulate the system as a hobby and for her personal use. (Cruz, 

1959) She started it while teaching in School for the Deaf and the Blind (now, 

separated into two schools such as Philippine National School for the Blind ‘PNSB' and 
School for the Deaf 'PSD’) in Pasay City. She published her Filipino Braille Code in her 
book entitled The Filipino Braille Code, A Teacher's Manual in 1959 while she was 

working in the Office of Vocational and Rehabilitation 'O.V.R.' (now, National 
Vocational and Rehabilitation Center ‘NVRC’). 

The first revision of the Filipino Braille Code (FBC) was done in April 1990 and 

was field validated in Bacolod City, Davao City, and in different SPED schools and 

centers in Metro Manila. From the feedback and suggestions of several Braille 
instructors, this material was finalized in September, 1991. 

After a decade, and with the introduction of new technology, the Philippine 
Printing House for the Blind (PPHB) of the Special Education Division (SPED), Bureau of 

Elementary Education (BEE), felt that another revision of the Filipino Braille Code is 

needed. This is in conformity with the computer program being used in 

transcribing textbooks into Braille. 

So, the second revision of this material was done in June, 2003. It was 
validated the following year by the PPHB and SPED staff with the SPED teachers from 

different schools in Metro Manila. The finalization was done on June 17, 2004. 

On April 2004, the International Council on English Braille (ICEB) declared that 

the Unified English Braille (UEB) is considerably completed and ready for the adoption of 

individual English speaking countries. This adoption of UEB will replace the existing 

Braille Codes for English, Mathematics, and Computer / Electronic text. After eight years, 
the Braille Authority of North America (BANA) voted to adopt UEB and stated that on 

January 4, 2016, the UEB will be fully implemented. This will replace the existing 

English Braille Code, the English Braille American Edition (EBAE). Hence, the official Braille 

Codes in United States will be the UEB, Nemeth Code, Music Code, and IPA Braille 
Code. 

Due to this reasons, PPHB and SPED decided to conduct the third revision of FBC 

in order to conform with the changes on the International Braille Codes as well as to 

adapt the new features of UEB in terms of punctuations, typeforms, capitalization, 
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Braille indicators, and Braille modes. 

On May 14-18, 2013, PPHB and SPED conducted the Seminar Workshop on the 

Revision of "Filipino Braille Code 2005" at the Regional Educational Learning Center 

(RELC), Cepeda Street, Conception Marikina. This revision aimed to (1) revise the 

contractions of FBC, (2) conform the FBC to the Unified English Braille (UEB)  
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standards, (3) make the FBC become computable as possible and 4) develop the 
rulebook for new FBC. 

The validation was conducted on the new Filipino Braille Code in Region III on 

September 16-18, 2014, Region IV-A on September 23-26, 2014, and National 

Capital Region on September 29-October 3, 2014. This validation aimed to create a two 

way venue of ideas from Special Education Teachers teaching students with visual 

impairment to the writers of new Filipino Braille Code and vice versa. The data 

gathered from this validation were gathered, analyzed, interpreted respectively and 

served as the solid foundation of the new FBC Rulebook. 

The finalization on FBC was done in Tagaytay International Convention Center 
(TICC), Tagaytay City on November 17-21, 2014. 

The ultimate goal of this work is to give quality education for students with 

visual impairment by providing Braille Code which is up-to-date and conformed 

globally accepted Braille standards. This will be their tools to access information and basic 
education as well as any possible educational growth. 

MARILYN D. DIMAANO 

MARILETTE R. ALMAYDA 

MIRLA R. OLORES 
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TEACHING GUIDELINES 
 

The following are guidelines in teaching Filipino Braille Code: 

1. Teach first the Filipino Braille alphabet (small and capital) followed by the non-

contracted words; 

2. Use period, comma, and question marks and capital sign when sentences are 

introduced; 

3. Teach non-contracted in introducing sentences in Grade 1 until Grade 2 

4. Teach the following contractions in Grade 3 

a. Strong Contractions, Strong Wordsigns, and Strong Groupsigns. 

b. Initial Letter Contractions, Other Contractions Beginning with dot 5 and 
Final Letter Contractions 

c. Lower Wordsigns and Lower Groupsigns 

d. Shortform words 

5. Introduce the repetition signs; In Grade 4. 

6. If the objectives for the grade you are teaching are still too difficult for your pupils 
who happen to be slow learners, adjust the level of objectives to suit the pupil's 
abilities; 

7. If the objectives for the grade you are teaching are too easy for your pupils who 

happen to be fast learners, go up and get objectives from the next higher grade; 

8. Strive for mastery of a particular objective before proceeding to the next higher one; 

9. This code will also serve as a reference material for braillists in transcribing books in 
Filipino. 
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Section 1: Introduction 

1.1 Definition of Braille 

1.1.1 Braille is a tactile method of reading and writing for blind people 
developed by Louis Braille (1809–1852), a blind Frenchman.  The braille 
system uses six raised dots in a systematic arrangement with two columns 
of three dots, known as a braille cell. By convention, the dots in the left 
column are numbered 1, 2 and 3 from top to bottom and the dots in the 
right column are numbered 4, 5 and 6 from top to bottom. 

1 ●● 4 

2 ●● 5 

3 ●● 6 

1.1.2 The six dots of the braille cell are configured in 64 possible combinations 
(including the space which has no dots present).  The 63 braille characters 
with dots are grouped in a table of seven lines. This table is used to 
establish "braille order" for listing braille signs. 

1.1.3 
  

Line 1: a b c d e f g h i j 

Line 2: k l m n o p q r s t 

Line 3: u v x y z & = ( ! ) 

Line 4: * < % ? : $ ] \ [ w 

Line 5: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

Line 6: / + # > ' -     

Line 7: @ ^ _ " . ; ,    
 

 

Line 1 is formed with characters in the upper part of the cell, using dots   
           1, 2, 4 and 5. 
 
Line 2 adds dot 3 to each of the characters in Line 1. 
 
Line 3 adds dots 3 and 6 to each of the characters in Line 1. 
 
Line 4 adds dot 6 to each of the characters in Line 1. 
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Line 5 repeats the dot configurations of Line 1 in the lower part of the    
          cell, using dots 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
 
Line 6 is formed with characters using dots 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
 
Line 7 is formed with characters in the right column of the cell, using dots  

      4, 5 and 6. 
 

1.1.4 An individual may write braille by hand either using a slate and stylus to 
push dots out from the back of the paper working from right to left or 
using a mechanical device called a brailler. A person may also use an 
embosser to reproduce an electronic braille file. These methods all 
produce embossed braille on hardcopy paper. 

1.1.5 A person may read an electronic braille file by using a refreshable braille 
display attached to his/her computer. This employs pins which raise and 
lower to form the braille characters. 

1.1.6 Originally developed to represent the French language, braille has been 
adapted for Filipino (the national language of the Philippines) since 1959 
and many other languages. 

1.1.7 Braille is used to represent all subject matter, including literature, 
mathematics, science and technology. Louis Braille developed the system 
which is used worldwide today for representing music. 

1.1.8 The Filipino Braille Code is used in the Philippines since 1959.  This code 
was formulated by Mrs. Gloria Cruz Mendoza, author of the original 
Filipino Braille Code (FBC) 1959.  She patterned the FBC in English Braille 
American Edition (EBAE) and added the symbols known as Repetition 
Signs.  These signs are the identity of FBC because no Braille codes 
except FBC has used repetition signs. 

1.1.9 The FBC is maintained and continuously developed by the Philippine 
Printing House for the Blind (PPHB) and Special Education Division 
(SPED), Bureau of Elementary Education since 1990 until the publication 
of this manual.   

1.2        Principles of Filipino Braille Code 

1.2.1      Filipino Braille Code (FBC) is a system of Filipino braille which represents all    
             subjects except mathematics, chemistry, computer programming, and    
             music. 

 
1.2.2 The purpose of FBC is to allow the reader to understand without 

ambiguity what symbols are being expressed by a given braille text. 
 

1.2.3 The primary transcribing rule is to produce braille that, when read, yields 
exactly the original print text (apart from purely ornamental aspects). 
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1.2.4 A print symbol has one braille equivalent in FBC. Use the braille sign for 
that print symbol regardless of the subject area except those mentioned 
in 1.2.1. 

1.2.5 In FBC the 64 braille characters including the space are designated as 

being either a prefix or a root. There are 8 prefixes: # plus the braille 

characters formed from the dots in the right column of the cell, that is 
the characters from Line 7 of the table in section 1.1.2 above. The other 
56 braille characters are roots. The FBC prefixes are: 

 # @ ^ _ " . ; , 

1.2.6  The last two braille characters in the table ; and , are special prefixes. A 
special prefix may be used in combination with another special prefix to 
form   a braille sign. Such braille signs are used only as indicators. 

 

Example: 

           The passage indicators ;;; and ,,, 
 

1.2.7 Any other braille sign in FBC is constructed from a root or from a root 
plus    one or more prefixes. 

Examples: 

      S "s .s @.< ,^/ @#? 
 

Section 2: Terminology and General Rules 

2.1        Terminology 

Alphabetic-designating letters of the alphabet, including modified letters, 
ligatured letters and contractions, which stand for letters 

alphabetic wordsign-any one of the wordsigns in which a letter 
represents a word 

braille cell-the physical area which is occupied by a braille character 

braille character-any one of the 64 distinct patterns of six dots, 
including the space, which can be expressed in braille 

braille sign-one or more consecutive braille characters comprising a unit, 
consisting of a root on its own or a root preceded by one or more 
prefixes (also referred to as braille symbol) 

braille space-a blank cell, or the blank margin at the beginning and end 
of a braille line 

braille symbol-used interchangeably with braille sign  

contracted-transcribed using contractions (also referred to as grade 2 
braille) 

contraction-a braille sign which represents a word or a group of letters 
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final-letter groupsign-a two-cell braille sign formed by dots 46 or dots 
56   followed by the final letter of the group 

Grade 1-the meaning assigned to a braille sign which would otherwise be 
read as a contraction or as a numeral (Meanings assigned under 
special modes such as arrows are not considered grade 1.) 

Grade 1 braille-used interchangeably with uncontracted 

Grade 2 braille-used interchangeably with contracted 

graphic sign-a braille sign that stands for a single print symbol 

   groupsign-a contraction which represents a group of letters 

indicator-a braille sign that does not directly represent a print symbol but 
that indicates how subsequent braille sign(s) are to be interpreted 

initial-letter contraction-a two-cell braille sign formed by dot 5 followed 
by the first letter or groupsign of the word 

item: any one of a precisely-defined grouping of braille signs used 
primarily in technical material to establish the extent of certain 
indicators, such as indices 

letters-sequence-an unbroken string of alphabetic signs preceded and 
followed by non-alphabetic signs, including space 

 

lower-containing neither dot 1 nor dot 4 
 
mode-a condition initiated by an indicator and describing the effect of the  
        indicator on subsequent braille signs 
 
modifier-a diacritical mark (such as an accent) normally used in    

combination with a letter 
 
nesting-the practice of closing indicators in the reverse order of opening 

non-alphabetic-designating any print or braille symbol, including the 
space, which is not a letter, modified letter, ligatured letter or 
contraction 

passage-three or more symbols-sequences 

passage indicator-initiates a mode which persists indefinitely until an 
explicit terminator is encountered 

prefix-any one of the seven braille characters having only right-hand dots 

(@ ^ _ " . ; ,) or the braille character # 
 

print symbol-a single letter, digit, punctuation mark or other print sign 
customarily used as an elementary unit of text 

 
root-any one of the 56 braille characters, including the space, which is not 

a prefix 
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shortform-a contraction consisting of a word specially abbreviated in 
Braille 

  
standing alone-condition of being unaccompanied by additional letters, 

symbols or punctuation except as specified in 2.6, the "standing 
alone" rule; used to determine when a braille sign is read as a 
contraction 

strong-designating contractions (other than alphabetic wordsigns) 
containing dots in both the top and bottom rows and in both the left 
and right columns of the braille cell 

strong character-designating a braille character containing dots in both 
the top and bottom rows and in both the left and right columns of the 
braille cell, which therefore is physically unambiguous 

symbols-sequence-an unbroken string of braille signs, whether 
alphabetic or non-alphabetic, preceded and followed by space (also 
referred to as symbols-word) 

terminator-a braille sign which marks the end of a mode 

text element-a section of text normally read as a unit (a single 
paragraph, a single heading at any level, a single item in a list or 
outline, a stanza of a poem, or other comparable unit), but not 
"pages" or "lines" in the physical sense that are created simply as an 
accident of print formatting 

uncontracted-transcribed without contractions (also referred to as grade 
1 braille) 

upper- including dot 1 and/or dot 4 

word indicator-initiates a mode which extends over the next letters-
sequence in the case of the capitals indicator or over the next 
symbols-sequence in the case of other indicators 

 

wordsign-a contraction which represents a complete word 
 

2.2       Contractions Summary 
 

Alphabetic Wordsigns: 
 

bakit    computer direksyo
n 

fiesta ganoon hindi ikaw 

juice kanya lungsod mga ngayon paano kailan 

rin sandali talaan upang virus wagas x-ray 

yagit zoo      
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Strong Wordsigns: 
 

hanggang na ay maging anak ng 

naging eroplano tunay awit araw ingay 

 

Strong Contractions:  may be used as groupsigns and as wordsigns.  

                                       

mahal ang pag 

   
Strong Groupsigns: 

han mag an nag er tu aw    ing 

 

Lower Wordsigns: 

ba ka inyo 

 

Lower Groupsigns: 

ba ka en ga ha in umi 

 

Initial-Letter Contractions:  may be used as groupsigns and as wordsigns. 

• beginning with dot 5; 

 

binata cellphone dalaga ewan         filipino gunita 

hapon isip jeep kailangan larawan mabuti 

noon opo patuloy kislap roon subalit 

talaga ugali buhay wakas eksamen yaman 

salita - - - - - 

 
Other Contractions Beginning with Dot 5 
   

anggi masama nasa panahon alam 

tungkol ingat away   

 

 Final-Letter Groupsigns: 

 •  beginning with dots 46; 

syon 

 •  beginning with dots 56; 

siyon 
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Shortforms: 
 

babae         bulag        braille        damdamin 

dakila        dapat     datapwat     huwag 

halos     halimbawa      halaman    huwaran 

inaasahan    karunungan        kundi    kalayaan 

komonikasyon  

kumunikasyon 

    karapatan    karanasan      kasalukuyan 

kasaysayan       kultura       kuwento      lalaki 

lipunan      marahil      magiging     marami 

nagiging      pagiging        Pagkat    palaisipan 

pamahalaan      panitikan   pangungusap        sangguni 

suliranin   samakatuwid     samantala   sapagkat 

sumusunod     salawikain      talakay    talata 

tagumpay       trabaho     watawat  

 

Repetition Signs 
 

REPETITION EXAMPLE 

any consonant plus letter a repeated three times nagpapapasag 

any consonant plus letter i three times nagtititili 

any consonant plus letter u three times naglululukso 

Word plus hyphen plus same word ano-ano 

word with suffix ng plus hyphen plus same word without ng berdeng-berde 

word plus hyphen plus word plus suffix bahay-bahayan 
 

Note:  Repetition signs are original features of Filipino Braille Code.  The 
rules in this section are not patterned to any existing braille codes.   

 
2.3    Following Print 

2.3.1 Follow print when transcribing into braille, including accents, punctuation 
and capitalisation. 

 

Note: This provision does not apply to print ornamentation as provided for 
in 2.3.2 below, or to parts of the braille text which are added by the 
transcriber, e.g. preliminary pages, page information lines, or transcriber's 
notes. 

 

2.3.2 When transcribing, it is preferable to ignore print ornamentation which is 
present only to enhance the appearance of the publication and does not 
impart any useful information. Examples of print ornamentation include: 

•  different typefaces or fonts for headings 

•  the lowercase of letters with accents in a fully capitalised word 

•  colored type used for all example words 
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•  italics used for all variables in a text 

•  small capitals font used for all Roman numerals 

2.3.3 When a facsimile transcription is required, reproduce all aspects of print as 
fully as possible including ornamentation. 

Examples of circumstances when a facsimile transcription may be  
requested are: 

 
•  when the reader is responsible for editing the text 

•  when the reader is studying typography 

•  when the reader is studying original manuscripts 

 

2.3.4    In general, do not correct print errors. 

2.4     Indicators and Modes 

2.4.1 The purpose of indicators is to change the meaning of the following braille 
characters or to change an aspect of the following text (e.g. to indicate 
capitals or a special typeface). 

2.4.2 Many braille signs have more than one meaning. 

Examples: 

 f  the letter "f"; in numeric mode – digit "6"; contracted 

(Grade 2) meaning – the alphabetic wordsign "fiesta" 

 \  in grade 1 mode – arrow indicator; contracted (Grade 2) 

meanings – the strong groupsign "tu" and the strong 
wordsign "tunay" 

 8 question mark; opening nonspecific quotation mark; 

contracted (Grade 2) meaning – the lower groupsign "ha" 

 _ vertical solid line segment; line indicator, as in poetry 

 "d in numeric mode – numeric space followed by digit "4"; 

contracted (Grade 2) meaning – the initial-letter 
contraction "dalaga" 

 
2.4.3 The reader determines the meaning of a braille sign in    

              several ways: 
 

•  by its spacing (e.g. the vertical solid line segment) 

•  by applying the Standing Alone rule (e.g. alphabetic wordsigns) 
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•  by its position in relation to other signs (e.g. opening   
nonspecific quotation mark, line indicator, final-letter groupsigns) 

 

            •  by the mode in effect (e.g. digits, arrow indicator) 

2.4.4 Use an indicator to establish the mode which determines the meaning of 
the braille signs which follow. 

 

Note: The list below gives the basic indicators and the modes which they 
set. It does not include indicators for extended modes (e.g. grade 1 word 
indicator and grade 1 passage indicator), indicators for variations (e.g. 
bold arrow indicator), subsidiary indicators (e.g. superposition indicator 
used in shape mode) or terminators. 

 $ sets shape mode: Guidelines for Technical Material, Part 

14, Shape Symbols and Composite Symbols 

 \ sets arrow mode: Guidelines for Technical Material, Part 

13, Arrows 

 # sets numeric mode and grade 1 mode: Section 6, 

Numeric Mode 

 ; sets grade 1 mode: Section 5, Grade 1 Mode 

 

2.4.5  Use an indicator to change an aspect of the text which follows. 

   Note: The list below gives the basic indicators of this type. 

 5 subscript indicator: Guidelines for Technical Material, Part 

7, Superscripts and Subscripts 

 9 superscript indicator: Guidelines for Technical Material, 

Part 7, Superscripts and Subscripts 

     @2   script symbol indicator: Section 9, Typeforms 

     ^2  bold symbol indicator: Section 9, Typeforms 

     _2  underlined symbol indicator:  Section 9, Typeforms 

     .2 italic symbol indicator: Section 9, Typeforms 

     ,,   capitals word indicator:  Section 8, Capitalization 

2.4.6  The list below gives other indicators. 

 = cursor indicator: Guidelines for Technical Material, Part 17, 

                          Computer Notation 

 ( )       general fraction open and close indicators: Guidelines 

for  Technical Material, Part 6, Fractions 
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< >  braille grouping opening and closing indicators:       

    Section 3, General Symbols and Indicators 

@.< @.>  transcriber's note opening and closing 

indicators:    Section 3, General Symbols and Indicators 

     " line continuation indicator: Section 6, Numeric Mode    

                             

 ""= dot locator for "use": Section 3, General 

Symbols and  Indicators 

               .= dot locator for "mention": Section 3, General Symbols   

and Indicators 
 

2.5 Grades of Braille 
 

Uncontracted (Grade 1) Braille 
 

2.5.1 The use of contractions is disallowed by certain rules. These include: 
 

•  Section 11, Stress (Modifiers) – no contractions following a    
        modifier  

•  Section 5, Grade 1 Mode – no contractions within grade 1     
   mode 

•  Section 6, Numeric Mode – no contractions within grade 1   
             mode when set by a numeric indicator 

2.5.2 Uncontracted (Grade 1) braille is different from grade 1 mode. 
 

2.5.3 Grade 1 mode exists only when introduced by a grade 1 indicator or by a 
numeric indicator. 

 

2.5.4 Uncontracted (Grade 1) braille is a transcription option which may be 
selected for any number of reasons, including: 

 
•  when the pronunciation or recognition of a word   
    would be hindered: Section 10, Contractions 

•  in foreign words or vernacular: Section 10, Contractions 

•  in texts for readers who have not learned contracted braille 

•  when the spelling of a word is featured, as in dictionary entries 

Note: Braille authorities and production agencies may establish policies for 
the guidance of transcribers in the use of uncontracted (Grade 1) braille. 

 
2.5.5 Although contractions are not used in Grade 1 mode, uncontracted 

(Grade 1) braille may be employed without the use of Grade 1 
indicators. 
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Contracted (Grade 2) Braille 
 

Note: The use of the contractions in contracted (Grade 2) braille is 
covered in Section 10, Contractions. 

 
Other grades of Braille 

 
Note: Other grades of braille have been developed. One of these is Grade 
3 braille which contains several hundred contractions and is primarily for 
personal use. Another is Grade 1½ braille. Employing only 44 one-cell 
contractions, this was the official code of the United States from 1918 to 
1932. 

 
2.6 Standing alone 

2.6.1 A letter or letters-sequence is considered to be "standing alone" if it is 
preceded and followed by a space, a hyphen or a dash. The dash may be 
of any length, i.e. the dash or the long dash. 

 
2.6.2 A letter or letters-sequence is considered to be "standing alone" when the 

following common punctuation and indicator symbols intervene between 
the letter or letters-sequence and the preceding space, hyphen or dash: 

 
•  opening parenthesis (round bracket), opening square bracket or 

opening curly bracket (brace bracket) 
•  opening quotation mark of any kind nondirectional quotation 

mark of any kind 
•  apostrophe [also see Section 2.6.4] 

•  opening typeform indicator of any kind 

•  capitals indicator of any kind 

•  opening transcriber's note indicator 

•  or any combination of these. 

2.6.3 A letter or letters-sequence is considered to be "standing alone" when the 
following common punctuation and indicator symbols intervene between 
the letter or letters-sequence and the following space, hyphen or dash: 

 
•  comma, semicolon, colon, full stop (period), ellipsis, exclamation    

   mark or question mark 

•  closing parenthesis (round bracket), closing square bracket or  
   closing curly bracket (brace bracket) 

•  closing quotation mark of any kind 

•  nondirectional quotation mark of any kind 

•  apostrophe [also see Section 2.6.4] 

•  typeform terminator of any kind 

•  capitals mode terminator 
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•  closing transcriber's note indicator 

•  or any combination of these. 

2.6.4 A word with an interior apostrophe is considered to be "standing alone" 

under the specific provisions of Section 10, Contractions, 10.1 (alphabetic 
wordsigns), 10.2.1 (strong wordsigns) and 10.5 (shortforms). 

 
Section 3: General Symbols and Indicators 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS PRINT SYMBOLS 

 Space  

< Opening Braille grouping 
indicator 

 

? First transcriber-defined print 
symbol 

 

$ Shape indicator  

\ Arrow indicator  

\o Simple right pointing arrow 
(east) 

→ 

\% Simple down pointing arrow 
(south) 

↓ 

\[ Simple left pointing arrow 
(west) 

← 

\+ Simple up pointing arrow 
(north) 

↑ 

3 Ratio ∶ 

33 Proportion ∷ 

5 Subscript indicator  

7 Prime ′ 

77 Double prime ″ 

9 Superscript indicator  

#* Natural ♮ 

#< Flat ♭ 

#% Sharp ♯ 

#? Second transcriber-defined 
print symbol 

 

> Closing Braille grouping 
indicator 

 

@a Commercial at sign @ 

@c Cent sign ¢ 
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@e Euro sign € 

@f French franc sign ₣ 

@l Pound sign £ 

@n Naira sign ₦ 

@p Philippine Peso sign ₱ 

@s Dollar sign $ 

@y Yen sign ¥ 

@& ampersand & 

@< less-than sign < 

@5 caret ^ 

@9 tilde ~ 

@#? Third transcriber-defined 
print symbol 

 

@> Greater-than sign > 

@.< Opening transcriber‘s note 
indicator 

 

@.> Closing transcriber‘s note 
indicator 

 

@,? dagger † 

@,] Double dagger ‡ 

^c copyright © 

^j Degree sign ° 

^p Paragraph sign ¶ 

^r Registered sign ® 

^s Section sign § 

^t Trademark sign ™ 

^x Female sign ♀ 

^y Male sign ♂ 

^#? Fourth transcriber-defined 
print symbol 

 

_? Number sign    (crosshatch, 
hash, pound sign) 

# 

_4 bullet • 

_#? Fifth transcriber-defined print 
symbol 
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"1 Ditto mark 〃 

"6 Plus sign + 

"7 Equal sign = 

"8 Multiplication sign × 

"9 asterisk * 

"/ Division sign ÷ 

"#? Sixth transcriber-defined 
print symbol 

 

"- Minus sign − 

""= Dot locator for ―use‖  

.= Dot locator for ―mention‖  

.0 Percent sign % 

.#? Seventh transcriber-defined 
print symbol 

 

 

3.1    Ampersand @&  
 

3.1.1 Follow print for the use of the ampersand.  
 

Examples:  

Marks & Spencer  ,marks @& ,sp5c]  
 

3.2 Simple Arrows \ \o \% \[ \+  
 

3.2.1 Follow print for the use of arrows. In non-technical material, list the 
complete arrow symbol (without any Grade 1 indicator) and its meaning on 
the symbols page or in a transcriber's note.  

 
Note: The Grade 1 indicator may be required before the arrow symbol to 
avoid it being misread. 

 
Examples:  

yelo → tubig yelo ;\O \big 

 

 Hilaga ,hilaga 

 

    ↓ ;\O 
 

Timog ,timog 
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3.3    Asterisk "9 Dagger @,? and Double dagger @,]  
 

3.3.1 Follow print for the use of the asterisk, dagger and double dagger, 
regardless of meaning.  

 
Examples: 
 
Magkakapatid na Pedro*, Jose† at Juan†† 
*isinilang sa Cavite 

†isinilang sa Maynila 

††isinilang sa Laguna 

 

,%33patid ) ,pedro"91   
,JOSE@,? At ,JU:@,] 

  "9is9il! Sa ,cavite 
  @,?is9il! sa ,maynila 
  @,]is9il! sa ,laguna 
 

3.4    Braille Grouping Indicators < >  
 

3.4.1 Use braille grouping indicators when necessary to ensure that the 
preceding braille symbol or indicator applies to all the symbols enclosed by 
the braille grouping indicators rather than just to the symbol immediately 
following. 

  

3.5    Bullet _4  
 

3.5.1    Follow print for the use of the bullet.  
 

Example: 
 

Bilhin mo ang sumusunod: 
 • cornbeef 
 • bigas 
 • gatas 
 • asukal 

,bilh9 mo ! ss3  
_4 coRnbeef  
_4 bi7s 
_4 7tas  
_4 asu3l  
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3.6    Caret @5  
 

3.6.1    Follow print for the use of the caret.  
 

3.7    Commercial At Sign @a 
  

3.7.1    Follow print for the use of the commercial at sign.  

 
Examples:  

 

FLASH@lightning.net  

,,flash@alightning4net  
 

3.8    Copyright ^c Registered ^r and Trademark ^t Signs  
 
3.8.1 Follow print for the use of the copyright, registered and trademark signs. 

Usually the trademark sign appears raised from the baseline in print. This 
is not considered the superscript position.  

 
Examples:  

Copyright © 2009   ,copyright ^c #bjji  
©2009  ^c#bjji  
QuickTax™ from Intuit® Canada Limited  

,quick,tax^t from ,intuit^r 
,Canada ,limited  

 

3.9    Crosses @,? ;x ;,x "8  
 

3.9.1 Print uses crosses for a variety of purposes. Select the appropriate braille 
symbol based on the purpose of the cross. 

  
Note: Use the letter "x" or "X" only when the cross has no mathematical or 
scientific meaning; for example: to represent a kiss. 

  
Refer to: 3.3 for use of the dagger as a Latin or Christian cross (e.g. to 
signify death or a member of the clergy); and to 3.17 for the multiplication 
sign which is used to show dimensions, degree of magnification, and 
crosses between breeds of animals or between varieties of plants. 

 
Examples:  

 

4x4 vehicle   #dx#d vehicle  
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15×15×20 cm   #ae"8#ae"8#bj cm  

3.10 Currency Signs @c @e @f @l @n @p @s @y  
 

3.10.1    Follow print for the use of currency signs. 
   

Note:  Some currencies are indicated by letter or letters e.g. ―DM‖ for 
Deutsche Mark, ―p‖ for pence, ―R‖ for Rand, ....   

Refer to:  3.26, for transcriber-defined symbols to represent currency signs 
with no FBC symbols.   

Examples: 
  

10¢  #aj@c   $6  @s#f 
 

A$40  ,a@s#dj  $19.95 @s#ai4ie  
 

$23,783,200  @s#bc1ghc1bjj  
 

$2bn (2 billion dollars)  

@s#b;bn "<#b billion 

dollars">  

US$  ,,us@s 

€75  @e#ge   30,00€ #cj1jj@e  

6€50  #f@e#ej   ₣1  @f#a  

1€ = 6.55957₣  #a@e "7 #f4eeieg@f  

₦0.20 = 20 kobo `n#j4bj "7 #bj kobo 

₱100.00 `p#ajj4jj  

 ₱0.25  `p#j4be  

£24   @l#bd 

£7 8s 9d  @l#g #hs #i;d  
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£7/8/9  @l#g_/#h_/#i  

£7-8-9  @l#g-#h-#i  

R5,70   ,r#e1gj  ¥360 @y#cfj  
 

3.11    Degrees ^j Minutes 7 ' and Seconds 77 ,7  
 

3.11.1  Follow print for use of the degree sign and the prime signs. 
  

Note: The minute may be shown in print by an apostrophe and the second 
by a nondirectional double quote. This usage can be followed in braille.  

 
Examples:  

60 °  #fj ^j   21°C  #ba^j,c  

70° F #gj^j ;,f  °C ^j,c  
 
250°, 350°, o 450°?  

#bej^j1 #cej^j1 o #dej^j8 
 
33°51′35.9″S    

 #cc^j#ea7#ce4i77,s  
 
151° 12' 40" E   

#aea^j #ab' #dj,7 ;,e  
  

3.12 Ditto Mark 〃  "1  

 
3.12.1 Follow print for the number used and the approximate placement of the 

ditto mark, that is, under the item that it refers to on the line above.  

 
Examples:  

 
Siya ay Pilipino  
Sila  〃 〃  

Kami〃 〃    

 
,siya & ,PILIp9O  
,sila "1   "1  
,3mi  "1   "1  
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3.13 Dot Locator for "Mention" .=  
 

3.13.1 Use a dot locator for "mention" to set apart a braille symbol which is under 
discussion, as in a symbols list, a transcriber's note or in a publication about 
braille like this materials. Place the dot locator for "mention" before the 
braille symbol and unspaced from it. When a dot locator for "mention" is 
used, do not list the dot numbers of the braille symbol.  

 
Note: A braille symbol, e.g., a typeform indicator or a grade 1 indicator, 
preceded by the dot locator for "mention" does not have its normal effect 
on the following text.  

 
Examples:  

 
[The dot locator is not shown in the print copy in these examples.]  

[a symbols list:] 
 

$#d square  

@7 script passage indicator  

^/ acute accent over following letter 

.=$#d squ>e  

.=@7 script passage 9dicator  

.=^/ acute a35t ov] foll[+ lr 

[a transcriber's note:] [tn open] Ang simbolong pahilis ^/ ay ginagamit 

sa mabilis na pagbigkas.[tn close]  
 

@.<,! Simbolong pahilis .=^/ &               

g9a7mit sa mabilis ) ?big3s4@.>  

3.14    Dot Locator for "Use" ""=  
 

3.14.1 Use a dot locator for "use" unspaced before a braille symbol to assure that 
it will be physically recognizable. A braille symbol which has only lower dots 
and which is isolated from other text may otherwise be misread. A braille 
symbol preceded by a dot locator for "use" retains its normal effect on text.  
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Examples: 
 

  [headings of a table about punctuation marks:] 

 
, ; : 

   

 

""=1   ""=2   ""=3  
"333333  "333333  "333333  

 
[a grid of letters:]  

 

I    D   E   A  
T   O    R   N  
S   T    A       T  
 

""=;;;,,,  
i d e a  
t o r n  
s t a t  
""=,';' 

 

3.15 Feet 7 ' and Inches 77 ,7  
 

3.15.1  Follow print for the use of the prime sign.  
 

Note: The foot may be shown in print by an apostrophe and the inch by a 

nondirectional double quote. This can be followed in braille.  
 

Examples:  

6′ #f7  9″ #i77  

5′10″ #e7#aj77 4' 11" #d' #aa,7 

3.16     Female (Venus) ^x and Male (Mars) ^y signs  

 
3.16.1   Follow print for the use of the female (Venus) and male (Mars) signs. 

 
Example:  

 
[from a genealogy:]  
Josephine M. Bracken ♀ 1876-1902 
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Jose P. Rizal ♂ 1861-1896  

 

,joseph9e ,m ,brack5 ^x 
 #ahgf-#aijb 

,jose ,p4 ,rizal ^y 
 #ahfa-#ahif 

3.17 Mathematical Signs: Plus "6 Equals "7 Multiplication "8 
Division "/ Minus "- Ratio 3 Proportion 33 Less-than 

@< and Greater-than @>  
 

3.17.1 Follow print spacing for use of the plus, equals, multiplication, division, 
minus, ratio, proportion, less-than and greater-than signs when used in non-
technical material.  

 
Examples: 

  
kasing dali ng 2 + 2 = 4  

3s+ dali < #b "6 #b "7 #d  
bola − b + l = lola  

bola "- ;b "6 ;l "7 lola  
5 ay 25% ng 20 (5 ÷ 20 × 100)  

#e & #be.0 < #bj "<#e "/ #bj      
"8 #ajj">  

positron < posi(tive) + (elec)tron  

positron @< posi"<tive"> "6  
"<elec">tron  

+44 1234 567890 (UK phone number)  

"6#dd"abcd"efghij "<,,UK  
phone number">  

7″W×5″H  

#g77,W"8#e77,H 

3.18 Number Sign (Crosshatch, Hash, Pound Sign) _?  
 

3.18.1 Follow print for use of the number sign.  
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Examples:  

 

#4 _?#d Apt. #D ,apt4 _?,d  
20# supot ng harina #bj_? supot < har9a  
Pindutin ang buton na # sa telepono.  

,p9dut9 ! buton ) _? SA  
telepono4  

 

3.19 Paragraph ^p and Section ^s Signs  

 
3.19.1 Follow print for use of the paragraph and section signs.  

 
Examples: 

  

¶3 ^p#c   ¶C ^p,c   ¶g ^pg  
§5 ^s#e   §K ^s,k  
§d ^sd   §§ 5-15 ^s^s #e-#ae  

3.20 Percent Sign .0  
 

3.20.1 Follow print for use of the percent sign.  
 

Examples:  

5% #e.0 95 % #ie .0  
% ng populasyon .0 < popula.n  

 

3.21 Shapes $  
 

3.21.1 In non-technical material, list the complete shape symbol (without any grade 
1 indicator) and its meaning on the symbols page or in a transcriber's note.  

 
Note: A grade 1 indicator may need to be added before the symbol in the 
text of the document being transcribed.  

Examples:  
 

[a multi-level organisation chart using bullets, squares and circles:]  
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• Vice-President Client Services  

 □ Director Library Services  

  o Manager Braille Production  

  o Manager Audio Production  

 □ Director Rehabilitation Services  

_4 ,vice-,Presid5t ,cli5t  
    ,s]vices  
 ;$#d ,director ,library       
    ,s]vices  
  ;$= ,manag] ,brl 
    ,production       
  ;$= ,manag] ,audio 
    ,production       
 ;$#d ,director    
    ,rehabilitation ,s]vices  

3.22 Space  

 
3.22.1 A space is a blank area separating words, letters, numbers and punctuation. 

Whenever there is some amount of space in print, including at the end of a 
line, there is a space in braille. If there is doubt as to whether a space is 
present in print, presume one is present. The amount of space present is 
not considered important. 

  
Note: In print, formatting and other techniques can leave varying amounts 
of space. In braille, formatting rules may also require varying amounts of 
space, for example two spaces at the beginning of a paragraph and aligning 
text in a table.  

3.23 Subscript 5 and Superscript 9 Indicators  

 
3.23.1 Indicate the subscript or superscript position when used in print. In Grade 2 

braille, use Grade 1 mode for the subscript and the superscript indicators.  
 

Examples:  
 

Wm
 ,w;9m H2O ,h;5#b,o  

3 yd3
 #c yd;9#c 4m2

 #dm9#b  

vitamin B12 vitam9 ,b;5#ab  
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3.24 Tilde (Swung Dash) @9  
 

3.24.1 Follow print for use of the tilde.  
 

Example: 
 

http://www.business.com/~yourname  

http3_/_/www4business4com_/@9 
yourname  

3.25 Transcriber-Defined Symbols ? #? @#? ^#? _#? 
"#? .#? 

  

3.25.1 Use a transcriber-defined symbol for any print symbol which has no FBC 
equivalent and which occurs so frequently in the text that the use of a 
transcriber-defined shape or composite symbol would be impractical. List 
each transcriber-defined symbol used and its meaning on the symbols page 
or in a transcriber's note.  

 

Examples:  

 
Symbols used in the following examples:  

? ‰ per mille sign, like a percent sign but with two zeros in the    

 denominator  

#? ฿ Thai Baht currency sign, B with vertical stroke through it  

@#? ❀ flower symbol  

3.26 Transcriber's Note Indicators @.< @.> 
  

3.26.1 Use the opening and closing transcriber's note indicators as unspaced 
enclosures around words of explanation added by the transcriber and 
embedded within the text. However, do not use transcriber's note indicators 
for notes on a separate preliminary page set up specifically to list general 
transcriber's notes.  
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Section 4: FILIPINO ALPHABET 
 

4.1 Filipino Alphabet. The 28 letters of the Filipino alphabet should be 
represented in  braille as follows: 

A  letter a ,a capital letter A 

B  letter b ,b capital letter B 

C  letter c ,c  capital letter C 

D  letter d ,d capital letter D 

E  letter e ,e capital letter E 

F  letter f ,f capital letter F 

G  letter g ,g capital letter G 

H  letter h ,h capital letter H 

I  letter i ,i capital letter I 

J  letter j ,j capital letter J 

K  letter k ,k capital letter K 

L  letter l ,l capital letter L 

M  letter m ,m capital letter M 

N  letter n ,n capital letter N 

^]n  letter ñ ,^]n capital letter Ñ 

Ng  letter ng ,ng capital letter NG 
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4.1.1 All the letters in the Filipino alphabet, should mean letters when they are 
used as parts of words. 

 
Section 5. Grade 1 Mode 

 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 

; Grade 1 symbol indicator 

;; Grade 1 word indicator 

;;; Grade 1 passage indicator 

; ' Grade 1 terminator 

# Numeric indicator 

 
 

O   letter o ,o  capital letter O 

P   letter p ,p   capital letter P 

Q   letter q ,q  capital letter Q 

R   letter r ,r  capital letter R 

S    letter s ,s  capital letter S 

T   letter t ,t  capital letter T 

U    letter u ,u  capital letter U 

V     letter v ,v  capital letter V 

W     letter w ,w  capital letter W 

X      letter x ,x  capital letter X 

Y   letter y ,y  capital letter Y 

Z  letter z ,z  capital letter Z 
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5.1 Mode Indicators  
 

Note: A braille symbol may have both a Grade 1 meaning and a contraction 
(grade 2) meaning. Some symbols may also have a numeric meaning.  

 
5.1.1 A grade 1 indicator is used to set Grade 1 mode when the grade 1 meaning 

of a symbol could be misread as a contraction meaning or a numeric 
meaning.  

 
5.1.2 The extent of Grade 1 mode is determined by the grade 1 indicator in use.  

 

5.2 Grade 1 Symbol Indicator ;  

 
5.2.1 The Grade 1 symbol indicator sets Grade 1 mode for the next symbol.  

 
Note: A Grade 1 symbol indicator is not required before the letters a, e and 
o, because they do not have a contraction meaning when they stand alone.  
 
Examples: 

 

ang mga patinig ay a, e, i, o at u 

! m pat9ig & a1 e1 ;i1 o1 at ;u 

22b  #bb;b 22B  #bb,b 22p  #bbp 

Sa aklat ni Rizal81 mababasa ... 

,sa aklat ni ,rizal;9#ha  
ma22sa 444 

romy@take2.com  romy@atake#b4;com 

Gagawa na tayo. ,77wa ( tayo4 
"Gagawa na tayo." ;,7,77wa ) tayo4,7 

5.3 Grade 1 Word Indicator ;;  
 

5.3.1 The Grade 1 word indicator sets Grade 1 mode for the next symbols-
sequence or the remainder of the current symbols-sequence.  

 
5.3.2 The effect of a grade 1 word indicator is terminated by a space or a Grade 1 

terminator. 
 

Example: 
 
d-i-r-e-k-s-y-o-n tamang baybay 

;;d-i-r-e-k-s-y-o-n tam! 2y2y 

mailto:romy@take2.com
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Palitan ang I ng E/R 

,palit: ! ;,I < ;;(,e_/,r) 
 

5.4 Grade 1 Passage Indicator ;;;  
 

5.4.1 The Grade 1 passage indicator sets Grade 1 mode for the next passage.  
 

5.4.2 A Grade 1 passage is terminated by the Grade 1 terminator. 
 

Example: 
 

Fernando, baybayin ang P-u-e-r-t-o P-r-i-n-c-e-s-a  

,F]n:do1 2y2y9 !  

;;;,p-u-e-r-t-o  
,p-r-i-n-c-e-s-a;'  

 

y = x2−4; y = x2−2x; y = x−x2. 

;;;y "7 x9#b"-#d2 y "7  
x9#b"-#bx2 y "7 x"-x9#b4;' 
 

5.4.3 To preserve the natural line-by-line arrangement of the text, e.g. in a 
computer program or a set of equations in mathematics, place the Grade 1 
passage indicator on a separate line above the Grade 1 text and the Grade 1 
terminator on a separate line below the text. When this method is used, 

precede each indicator by the dot locator for "use"  ""=. 
 

Example: 
 
Factorise:  

y = x2−4;  
y = x2−2x;  
y = x−x2.  
 

,factorise3  
""=;;; 
y "7 x9#b"-#d2  
y "7 x9#b"-#bx2  
y "7 x"-x9#b4 
""=;' 
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5.5 Grade 1 Terminator ;'   
 

5.5.1 The Grade 1 terminator usually follows immediately after the last affected 
symbols-sequence of Grade 1 passage.  

 
5.5.2 Use the Grade 1 terminator when it is necessary to terminate Grade 1 mode 

before the end of symbols-sequence. 
 
Example: 

 

m-m-m-m-m-malamig 

;;m-m-m-m-m-;'malamig 
 

5.6 Numeric Indicator #  

 

5.6.1 Grade 1 mode is also set by the numeric indicator. 
 

Example: 

2GO  #B,,GO  3d   #c;d 

Y2K   ,Y#B,K   y2k  Y#BK 

5.6.2 When Grade 1 mode is set by the numeric indicator it is terminated by a 
space, hyphen, dash or Grade 1 terminator. 

Example: 

3-D  #c-;,d 

5-CD set  #e-,,cd set 

5.7 Grade 1 Mode Avoids Confusion With Contractions  
 

5.7.1 Grade 1 mode is required to prevent a letter from being misread as an 
alphabetic wordsign. 

 
Example:  

 

B—f  ;b,-;f     d-1 ;d-#a 
V—VII  ;,v,-,,vii 
p. 7  ;p4 #g   p.7  p4#g 

 

5.7.2 Grade 1 mode is required to prevent a letters-sequence from being misread 
as a shortform or as containing a shortform. 
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Example: 

 
PSP (Play Station Portable) 

;,,PSP "<,play ,STATION  

,PORTABLE"> 
5.8 Grade 1 Indicators and Capitalization  

 
5.8.1 A Grade 1 indicator precedes a capitalization indicator. 

Example: 

T-SHIRTS FOR SALE 

;,,,t-shirts for sale,' 

5.9 Choice of Indicators  
 

Note: An extended Grade 1 mode, i.e. Grade 1 word or Grade 1 passage 
mode, may be used for non-literary expressions. This is especially useful in 
mathematics and computer programming texts. However, keeping in mind 
the general principle that the resulting braille should be as easy to read as 
possible, it is often appropriate to use contracted braille with a Grade 1 
indicator for just those symbols that can be misread as contractions. It is 
recommended that contracted braille is used for email addresses, filenames 
and web addresses.  

 

5.9.1 As words are most easily recognised when presented in their familiar 
contracted form, minimise the number of switches between grades, the 
number of indicators required and the number of cells used. 

 

Example: 
 
k-k-k-komisyon 

;k-;k-;k-komi.n 

[rather than]  

;;k-k-k;'-komi.n 

m-m-m-m-mababait 

;;m-m-m-m;'-ma22it 

5.10 Optional Use of The Grade 1 Indicator  
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5.10.1 When an expression in Grade 1 mode would be equivalent to the same text 
in Grade 2 mode because no contractions would occur, a Grade 1 indicator 
may be used although it is not required. 

 
5.11 Use of Grade 1 Indicators in Grade 1 Text  

 
5.11.1 In a work entirely in grade 1 braille (that is, using no contractions), grade 1 

indicators are not used except as required for other reasons, e.g. for the 
lowercase letters a-j immediately following digits, and a question mark in an 
unusual position. 

 
                                    Section 6: Numeric Mode 

#a digit one 

#b digit two 

#c digit three 

#d digit four 

#e digit five 

#f digit six 

#g digit seven 

#h digit eight 

#i digit nine 

#j digit zero 

#1 comma (decimal sign) 

#4 full stop (period, decimal sign) 

a to j digit (in numeric mode only) 

"a to "j numeric space plus digit (in numeric mode only) 

# spaced numeric indicator (before space) 

## numeric passage indicator (before space) 

#' numeric passage terminator 
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" line continuation indicator (at end of line) 

"" line continuation indicator with space (at end of line) 

/ simple numeric fraction line (in numeric mode only) 

 

6.1 Numeric Indicators #a #b #c #d #e #f #g 
#h #i #j #1 #4 

  
Note: These twelve symbols are the ten digits and the two symbols which are 
used as decimal signs. They are also numeric indicators.  
 

6.1.1 Numeric indicators set numeric mode for the remainder of the symbols-
sequence.   

 
6.2 Numeric Mode Symbols 

 
6.2.1 The following symbols may occur in numeric mode:  

• the ten digits;  

• full stop (period);  

• comma;  

• the ten numeric space-digit symbols;  

• simple numeric fraction line; and  

• the two line continuation indicators. 

Examples:  

62 #fb     1981 #aiha  

3,500 #c1ejj   8.93 #h4ic  

.7 #4g     0.7 #j4g  

8,93 #h1ic    ,26 #1bf  

0,7 #j1g    par. 4.2.2 p>4 #d4b4b  

4 500 000 #d"ejj"jjj [spaces in print]  

Ang unang 50 decimal ng pie ay 
3.141592653589793238462643388327950288419716939937510...  
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,! un! #ej decimal < pie & 
#c4adaeibfecehigicbchdfbfdcchcbgi" 

ejbhhdaigaficiicgeaj444 
3

8
 #c/h   

3
5

8
 #e#c/h   

6.3 Termination of Numeric Mode  

6.3.1 A space or any symbol not listed in 6.2.1 terminates numeric mode.  

Examples:  

8:30 a.m.  #h3#cj a4m4  

11:17:2014  #aa3#ag3#bjad  

9-10  #i-#aj   

2013–14  #bjac,-#ad  

2.5-5  #b4e-#e  

8-cab fleet  #h-cab fleet  

Ang iskor ay 4–3  ,! iskor & #d,-#c  

7 5 2    #g"-#e "7 #b  

2-½  #b-#a/b  

¼-½ tsp  #a/d-#a/b tsp  

6¼—6½  #f#a/d,-#f#a/b  

1/4 cup  #a_/#d cup  

modelo 09/52   modelo #ji_/#eb  

on call 24/7 on call #bd_/#g  

7(2)  #g"<#b">  

7(b)  #g"<;b">  
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4—7  #d,-#g  

4..7  #d44g  

4567  #d_1#ef_'#g  
6.4 Placement of Numeric Prefix with Full Stop (Period)  

6.4.1 When a full stop (period) is followed by a number, it precedes the numeric  

prefix # unless it is clear that it is a decimal point.  

  

Examples:  

Piano Sonata No.16 sa C major ay K.545.  

,piano ,sonata ,no4#af SA ;,c 

major & ,k4#ede4  

   
3

.375
8
   #c/h "7 #4cge  

6.5 Numeric Indicators Set Grade 1 Mode  

6.5.1 A numeric indicator also sets Grade 1 mode. Grade 1 mode, when set by a 
numeric indicator, is terminated by a space, hyphen, dash or grade 1 
terminator.  

 
6.5.2 While Grade 1 mode is in effect, a Grade 1 indicator is not required unless a 

lowercase letter a–j follows a digit, full stop/period or comma.  
 

Examples:  

32  #cb   3b #c;b  

3B #c,b   3m #cm  

4.2 #d4b   4.b #d4;b  

4.B #d4,b  4.m #d4m  

report3.doc report#c4;doc  

report3.xls report#c4xls  
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… noong ikalawang digmaang pandaigdig2 1939–1945.3  

444 "ng i3law! digma! 
P:daigdig;9#b #aici,-#aide49#c  

6.5.3 While grade 1 mode is in effect, contractions may not follow a number.  

Examples:  

Apartment4rent  ,apartm5t#drent 

Siya pang 4th sa karera.  

,siya & p! #dth sa 3r]a4 

6.5.4 Grade 1 mode is terminated by a hyphen or dash, thus allowing contractions 

to be used again. Therefore, a letter or letters that could read as a 
contraction will need the grade 1 indicator.  

Examples:  
 

Kung ikaw ay 1st—ako ba ay 2nd?  

,kung i & #ast,-[ 2 & #bnd8  
 

3-dimensional #c-dim5syonal  
3-D #c-;,d  
Nasa 6-computer station ang hinahanap mo.  

,nasa #f-c station ! h9a(ap  
    mo4  

4-m #d-;m  
6.6 The Numeric Space "a "b "c "d "e "f "g 

"h "i "j  
Note: The ten symbols "a to "j have the meaning "space and following 

digit" within a number. Spaces should be represented in this way when they 
are clearly numeric spaces. For example a single telephone number would 
be considered as one number, even though it includes country, city, and 
exchange codes as parts. If it is not clear that a space is a separator in a 
single number it should be treated as an ordinary space.  

6.6.1 When spaces are used as separators within a single number use the ten 

symbols "a to "j to represent the space and its following digit.  

Examples:  

population: 3 245 000 popula.n3 #c"bde"jjj  
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ISBN: 978 1 55468 513 4  

,,isbn3 #igh"a"eedfh"eac"d  
 

phone: (63) 2 633 7270  

ph"o3 "<#fc"> #b"fcc"gbgj  
 

date: 1981 04 10 date3 #aiha"jd"aj  
 

time: 12 00 "t3 #ab"jj 
 

6.7 Treatment of Dates, Time, Coinage, etc. 
  
6.7.1 When transcribing dates, time, coinage, ordinal numbers, postal codes or 

telephone numbers: follow print punctuation and order of symbols.  
 

Examples:  
 

7/11/59 #g_/#aa_/#ei  

7.11.59 #g4aa4ei  

1960's #aifj's  

'70s and '80s '#gjs & '#hjs  

10:30 a.m. #aj3#cj a4m4  
10.30 am #aj4cj am  
$8.75 @s#h4ge  
£8.75 @l#h4ge  

₱8.75 @p#h4ge  

$1,500.00 @s#a1ejj4jj 
€1.500,00 @e#a4ejj1jj  

2nd #bnd  
2d #b;d  
1er #a;er [premier]  
M4G 3E8 ,m#d,g #c,e#h  

W1N 9LF ,W#a,n #i,,lf  
N12 7BT ,N#ab #g,,bt  

(632) 631-9993 "<#fcb"> #fca-#iiic  

For a taxi call 13-cabs.  

,= a taxi call #ac-cabs4  
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telephone 1300-vision teleph"o #acjj-vi.n  

1-800-SLEEP88 #a-#hjj-,,sleep#hh  

ISBN 0-14-300414-X  

,,isbn #j-#ad-#cjjdad-;,x 
6.8 Spaced Numeric Indicator #  
6.8.1 The spaced numeric indicator allows one or more spaces to intervene 

between the numeric prefix and the root that would normally follow 
immediately to form a digit or a decimal point or comma.  

 
Example:  

₱ 4.50 @p# d4ej  

 10.00       #aj4jj  
       .50       # 4ej  

  ------  33333333  
$15.00   @p#ae4jj   

6.9 Numeric Passage Indicator ## and Numeric Terminator #' 
6.9.1 The numeric passage indicator sets numeric mode and Grade 1 mode for all 

text until the terminator is reached. 

  

6.9.2 The numeric terminator follows immediately after the last affected symbols-

sequence, except as in 6.9.4 below.  

 

6.9.3 Numeric indicators are not used in a numeric passage and any lowercase 

letter a-j is preceded by a Grade 1 indicator. 

  

6.9.4 To preserve the general format of the enclosed text the numeric passage 

indicator may be placed by itself on a line above and the terminator on a 

line below the text.  

 
Note: A numeric passage may be useful in cases such as a long worked 
example in mathematics, a series of arithmetic exercises, or a table with 
mostly numeric content.  

 
6.10 Division of a Number Between Lines  

 
6.10.1 Avoid division of a number between lines unless considerable space is 

saved. If division is necessary use the appropriate line continuation indicator 
and observe the following rules. 
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6.10.2 When it is necessary to break a long number across lines, place the break in 
a logical place-at a numeric space, or after a comma which is being used as 
a separator-not between two digits. 

  
6.10.3 When the division occurs after a separating comma, or between two digits 

in a number which comprises a large string of digits with no separators, use 

the one-cell line continuation indicator " at the end of the line. 

 
6.10.4 When the division takes place at a numeric space, use the two-cell line 

continuation indicator "" at the end of the line.  

6.10.5 Since the line continuation indicators do not terminate numeric mode a 
numeric indicator is not required in the next line.   
 
Examples: 

  
Ang temperatura ng uniberso ay  
100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000°C.  

,! temp]a\ra < unib]so y 
#ajj1jjj1jjj1jjj1jjj1jjj1" 
jjj1jjj1jjj1jjj1jjj^j,c4  

 
[or when print uses spaces:] 

  
Ang temperatura ng uniberso ay 
100 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000°C.  

,! temp]a\ra < unib]so y 
#ajj"jjj"jjj"jjj"jjj"jjj"" 
jjj"jjj"jjj"jjj"jjj^j,c4  

                                    Section 7. Punctuations 

 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 
PRINT 

SYMBOLS 

1 Comma , 

2 Semicolon ; 

3 Colon : 
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4 Full stop (period, dot, decimal point) 
. 

444 Ellipsis … 

6 Exclamation ! 

8 Question mark ? 

8 Opening one-cell (nonspecific) 
quotation mark 

 

0 Closing one-cell (nonspecific) 
quotation mark 

 

^8 Opening double quotation mark ― 

^0 Closing double quotation mark ― 

,8 Opening single quotation mark ` 

,0 Closing single quotation mark ` 

' Apostrophe ‗ 

"<  Opening parenthesis ( 

"> Closing parenthesis ) 

.< Opening square bracket [ 

.> Closing square bracket ] 

@< Opening angle bracket < 

@> Closing angle bracket > 

_< Opening curly bracket (brace 
bracket) 

{ 
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_> Closing curly bracket (brace bracket) } 

_/ Solidus (forward slash) / 

_* Reverse solidus (backslash) \ 

- Hyphen 
– 

 

,- Dash — 

",- Long dash —— 

.- Low line (underline, underscore)    _ 

,"< Multi-line opening parenthesis 
(round bracket) 

 

,"> Multi-line closing parenthesis (round 
bracket) 

         

,.< Multi-line opening square bracket  

,.> Multi-line closing square bracket  

,_< Multi-line opening curly bracket  

,_> Multi-line closing curly bracket  

 

7.1 General 

7.1.1 Follow print for the use of punctuation except for the specific provisions in 
the Punctuation rules which follows: 

Examples: 

D.P.W.H.   ,d4,p4,w4,h4 

Ano …?  ,:o 4448 
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Talahanayan 2.5  ,tala(ay: #b4e 

4:30  #d3#cj 

Tigil!  ,tigil6 

Dekada ‘90  ,de3da @#ij 

Ikaw/Ako  i_/ako 

Mga sangkap: pula, berde at dilaw na sili; sibuyas; patatas (o kamote).  

,m S!3P3 PULA1 B]DE at dil[ )   
sili2 sibuyas2 patatas "<o 
3mote">4  

 
DepED <www.deped.gov.ph> 

,dep,,ed  
@<www4deped4gov4ph@> 

sa b) at f)  sa ;b"> at ;f"> 

c:\users  c3_*users 

G. M---- ,g4 ;,m---- 

―Itanong kay Bb. -, maaaring alam niya.‖  

8,IT:ONG 3y ,BB4 ,-1 maaaR+  
    ": niya40 
 

7.1.2 Only one blank cell follows punctuation in Braille even when print uses more 
space, e.g. at the end of a sentence. 

 
7.1.3 Place a grade 1 symbol indicator before a punctuation mark which appears 

in a position where it would be read as a contraction. 

Examples: 

Palitan ng . ang : kung kinakailangan   

,palit: < 4 ! ;2 kung k9a"K  

a:o  a;3o 
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7.1.4 A string of lower punctuation marks may be surrounded by space. 
 

Examples: 
 

  —"  ,-0  ...?"  44480  
"...  8444  ":"     8;30 

7.2 Dash, Low Line (Underscore), Long Dash and Hyphen ,- .-     
  ",- -  

 
7.2.1 Follow print spacing of the dash. However, when the spacing in print is 

indeterminate or inconsistent, space the dash from adjacent words, unless 
it is clear that the dash indicates omission of part of a word. 

 
Examples: 

Ang bata ay mabait – masipag.  

,! 2ta & ma2it ,- masi?4 

Kakain kami kung – 33in 3mi kung ,- 

Kakain kami kung– 33in 3mi kung,- 

Kakain kami ku–  33in 3mi ku,- 
Mahalaga ako- mahalaga kayo – mahalaga ta-   

,=a7 ako ,- =a7 3yo ,- =a7  
ta,- 

[print shows the first dash unspaced from the word "ako"]. 
 

7.2.2 When an unspaced dash indicates an omission, do not separate it from the 
remainder of the symbols-sequence. In all other cases, a dash may be 
separated from what precedes or follows it at the beginning or end of a 
braille line.  

 
7.2.3 Regardless of the length of the character in print, use one low line 

(underscore).- in braille for each print dash below the line of type which 

indicates a blank to be filled in. 
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Examples: 

Sang-ayon ka ba sa pagbabago? ---- oo, ---- hindi. 

,s!-ayon 3 2 sa ?22go8     

   .- oo1 .- h4 
 

Sina ---- at ---- ay laging masaya. 

,s9a .- AT .- & lag+ masaya4 
 

 Punan ang nawawalang letra: l-ng-t at l—a. 

,pun: ! n[[al! letra3 l.- 
ng.-t AT l.-.-a4 

7.2.4 Use a long dash ",- in braille only when print uses both a short and           

   long dash. 
 

Examples: 
 

Si G. W----- bumibisita kay Gng. A---- nang madalas – alam mo ‗yan. 

,si ,g4 ;,w",- b0bisita 3y  
,gng4 ;,a",- n! madalas ",- 
": mo 'y:4 

 

[Hyphen(s) used as dash]  
 

7.2.5 Represent a spaced hyphen in print with a spaced hyphen in braille. 

Example: 

Darating ako ng 6:00 – ah – siguro 6:10 

,darat+ [ < #f3#jj - ah -  
siguro #f3#aj 

 
7.2.6 When print uses two adjacent hyphens as a substitute for a dash (e.g. in 

typing or email), it is permissible to use a dash in braille. Use two hyphens 
when it is clear that two hyphens are intended, e.g. to represent two 
missing letters in a word. When in doubt, use two hyphens. 

 
Example: 

 
bukambibig--tulad nito--ay naku 

bu3mbibig,-\lad nito,-& naku 
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re--lo re--lo 

B— ;,b,- 

7.3 Ellipsis 444 
  

7.3.1 Follow print for the number of dots used in the ellipsis. When spacing in 
print is indeterminate or inconsistent, space the ellipsis from adjacent 
words, unless it is clear that it indicates the omission of part of a word.  

 

Example: 

―Uy...! Ipinagtatanggol si ....‖ 8,uy 4446  
,ipi$tat!gol si 44440 

 

Hindi ko maintin....‖ ,h ko ma9t944440  
 

7.4 Solidus (Forward Slash) _/ 
  

7.4.1 When division at a linebreak is necessary following the solidus (forward 
slash), do not insert a hyphen.  

Example: 

salita/ 

parirala 
"z_/ 

  parirala  

7.5 Question Mark 8 
  

7.5.1 In the majority of cases, a question mark does not require a Grade 1 
symbol indicator; however, be mindful of the situations covered in Rules 
7.5.2 to 7.5.4 below. 

 

Example: 

Ano???  ,:o888 

―Ano?!‖  8,:o860 

 ...?"      44480 

bayan?/lungsod?   2y:8_/lungsod8 
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7.5.2 Place a grade 1 symbol indicator before a question mark which appears in a 
position where it would be read as the groupsign "ha" or where it would be 
read as an opening one-cell (nonspecific) quotation mark.  

 
Example: 

 

ma?ba ma;8ba 
 

7.5.3 Place a Grade 1 symbol indicator before a question mark which follows a 
space, hyphen or dash. Any of the punctuation and indicator symbols listed 
in 2.6.2 of Section 2, Terminology and General Rules, may intervene 
between the space, hyphen or dash and the question mark.  

 
Examples:  

?-1750 ;8-#agej  
   (?—1750) "<;8,-#agej"> 

   Ano??? ,:o888 
 

Palitan ang bawat ? ng mga letra: ?a??i  

,palit: ! 2wat ;8 < m letra3 
;;8a88i 

7.6 Quotation Marks 8 0 ^8 ^0 ,8 ,0 _8 _0  
,7 '  

7.6.1 Use one-cell (nonspecific) quotation marks 8 and 0 for the predominant 

quotation marks in the text in all instances where the specific form of the 
quotation marks ("double", "single", "Italian" or "nondirectional") has no 
significance, that is, in the great majority of cases. Indicate the print form  
of the nonspecific quotation marks on the symbols page or in a 
transcriber's note. 

 
Example: 

 
―Bakit ganon?‖ tanong niya [or] ‗Bakit ganon?‘ tanong niya 

8,b g80 t:ong niya 

[Two print versions – The first has double quotation marks, the second has 
single quotation marks.] 

«... alinsunod sa ...»  

8444 al9sunod sa 4440 
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[Italian quotation marks in print.]  

7.6.2 For secondary or inner quotation marks (that is those other than the 
predominant quotation marks in the text), use the specific two-cell symbols. 

 

Example: 

Sabi niya, ―Awitin natin ang ‗Lupang Hinirang‘.‖ 

,sabi niya1 8,[it9 nat9 !  
,8,lup! ,h9ir!,040 

 
Sabi niya, ‗Awitin natin ang ―Lupang Hinirang‖.‘ 

,sabi niya1 8,[it9 nat9 !  
,8,lup! ,h9ir!,040 

 

7.6.3  A pair of opening and closing quotation marks should match. For example, 
when a specific opening quotation mark is required, then the specific 
closing symbol is also used.  

 
7.6.4  Use one-cell (nonspecific) quotation marks when apostrophes are used as 

the predominant quotation marks in print. Use specific single quotation 
marks when apostrophes are used as the secondary or inner quotation 
marks in print. However, when in doubt as to whether a mark is an 
apostrophe or a single quotation mark, treat it as an apostrophe.  

7.6.5  Use nondirectional double ,7 or single ' quotation marks (that is 

quotation marks without any slant or curl to convey "opening" or "closing") 
only in the following relatively rare cases:  

 
• when such symbols are distinguished from directional symbols (as  

in a discourse on typography)  
• when the symbols are otherwise clearly intended (as in an ASCII  

listing)  
• when there is no way to infer directionality from context.  

Otherwise use directional quotation marks. 
  

7.6.6 If the opening one-cell (nonspecific) quotation mark appears in grade 1 
mode, it will be read as a question mark. To avoid this, place the one-cell 
opening quotation mark before rather than after any grade 1 indicator. If 
this isn't possible, use the appropriate specific quotation mark. 

 

Example: 
 

pansinin ang kambal-katinig sa salitang `pl`-a-t-o 

p:s99 ! 3m2l-3t9ig sa "zng  
,8p-l,0-a-t-o 
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7.7        Multi-Line Brackets ,"< ,"> ,.< ,.> ,_<    
                                                ,_> 

  

7.7.1 Place the appropriate multi-line bracket symbol on each braille line, aligning 
the symbols vertically. Generally, material is top justified in braille even when 
it is centred vertically in print. 

 

Example: 
 

Ako

Tayo

Sila

 
 
 
 
 

 ay mabilis tumatakbo. 

, "<,AKO, "> & mabilis  
\makbo4   

, "<,tAyO, ">   

, "<,sila, "> 

Section 8. Capitalization 
 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 

,a to ,z Capital letters A to Z 

,.a to ,.w Capital greek letters Α [Alpha] to Υ 
[Omega] 

,, Capitals word indicator 

,,, Capitals passage indicator 

, ' Capitals terminator 

 
8.1 Use of Capitals  

 
8.1.1 Follow print for the use of capital letters.  

 
Note: The transcriber may reasonably reduce the use of capital letters in 
braille when they are used in print as a visual embellishment – such as for 
words written in capital letters at the beginning of paragraphs or chapters.  
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8.2 Extent of Capitals Mode  
 

8.2.1 The extent of capitals mode is determined by the capitals indicator in use.  
 

8.3 Defining a Capital Letter  

8.3.1 A capital letter is a two-cell symbol which consists of the prefix , (dot six) 

and the lowercase form of the letter.  
 

8.3.2 Place the prefix dot 6 before a contraction when only its first letter is 
capitalised.  

 
8.3.3 Only a modifier or a ligature indicator can be positioned between a letter 

and its capitals prefix.  

8.4 Capitalised Word Indicator ,,  
 

8.4.1 The capitalised word indicator sets capitals mode for the next letters-
sequence or the remainder of the current letters-sequence.  

 
8.4.2 The effect of a capitalised word indicator is terminated by a space, a single 

capital letter, a nonalphabetic symbol, or a capitals terminator, but not by a 
modifier or a ligature indicator.  

 
8.4.3 A fully-capitalised hyphenated compound word is correctly capitalised if it is 

divided at the hyphen, at the end of the braille line. 
  

Note: This means that the new braille line will begin with the capitalised 
word indicator (which is already required) following the hyphen.  

 
8.4.4 A hyphen inserted during transcription to indicate word division at the end of 

a braille line does not terminate capitals word mode. 
 

8.5 Capitalised Passage Indicator ,,,  
8.5.1 The capitalised passage indicator sets capitals mode for the next passage.  

8.5.2 A passage is three or more symbols-sequences and it may include non-
alphabetic symbols.  

8.5.3 A capitalised passage is terminated by the capitals terminator immediately 
following the last affected symbols-sequence.  

8.5.4 A capitalised letter or letters-sequence placed adjacent to the beginning or 
end of a capitalised passage is not necessarily considered to be part of the 
passage, especially if it is separated from the passage by a space or 
punctuation.  

8.5.5 When transcribing a capitalised passage which extends over more than one 
text element (e.g. a series of paragraphs, or a numbered or bulleted list of 
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points), each text element is preceded by the capitalised passage indicator 
and the capitals mode is terminated only at the end of the final text element.  

8.5.6 When transcribing a capitalised passage which extends over more than one 
text element and where the text elements do not constitute a continuous 
passage (e.g.: a series of headings), each text element is capitalised 
separately.  

8.5.7 A single heading is capitalised as a unit even if it extends over more than 
one braille line.  

8.6 Capitals Terminator ,'  
8.6.1 The capitals terminator is placed after the final capitalised letter either within 

or following the symbols-sequence.  

8.6.2 The capitals terminator may precede or follow punctuation and other 
terminators but it is best that indicators and paired characters such as 
parentheses, square brackets and quotes be nested. That is, close 
punctuation and indicators in reverse order of opening.  

8.6.3 If it is necessary to terminate the capitals mode before the end of a 
symbols-sequence, place the capitals terminator after the last affected letter 
of either capitals word mode or capitals passage mode. 

8.7 Placement of Indicators  

8.7.1 The dot 6 prefix, the capitalised word indicator or the capitalised passage 
indicator is placed immediately before the first capitalised letter or modifier 
to that letter, such as a cedilla, grave accent or circumflex. Only a modifier 
or ligature indicator may come between the capitals indicator and the letter.  

8.8 Choice of Capitalised Indicators  

Note: While the default treatment for a sequence of capital letters is 
capitals word mode, there are situations where the transcriber has a choice 
between using either individual capital letters or capitals word mode. If both 
choices will render an unambiguous transcription, interpret the following 
rules as guidelines.  

8.8.1 Choose the method which retains the usual braille form.  

8.8.2 Choose the method which best conveys the meaning. In particular, choose 
a method that avoids the need for capital indicators or terminators within 
natural subunits of an expression.  

Note: In the examples below such subunits are the chemical element Br in 
KBr, the abbreviation Sc in BSc or the word Ontario in TVOntario.  

8.8.3 Choose the method which gives consistency throughout a single title.  
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8.9 Accented Letters in Fully Capitalised Words  

8.9.1 When in print an accented letter in a fully capitalized word is shown in 
lowercase, the lowercase representation may be ignored in braille, except 
when facsimile transcription is required. Such practice should be explained 
in a transcriber's note.  

Examples: 

Eduardo Fajardo   ,eduardo ,fajardo 

PPHB   ,,PPHB 

RBI   ,,RBI 

ASPrinting ,,asp,'r9t+ 

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

,,,DEPARTM5T OF EDUCATION,' 

ANG KAPISTAHAN NG STO. NIÑO AY IPINAGDIRIWANG TUWING  
IKATLONG LINGGO NG ENERO. 

 
TAMPOK DITO ANG SAGRADONG MISA, ANG PAGLIBOT NG ATI-ATIHAN,  

AT ANG PRUSISYON NG STO, NIÑO. 
 

KAPANSIN-PANSIN ANG MAGARBONG GAYAK NG SIMBAHAN AT NG MGA  
LANSANGANG MAY MAKUKULAY NA BANDERITAS. 

,,,! 3PISTA( < STO4 NI^]NO  

& IPI$DIRIW! \W+ I3TLONG L+GO  
< 5]O4 

 

,,,TAMPOK DITO ! sagradong  
misa1 ! ?libot < ati")( at ! 
PRUSI.N < STO4 NI^]NO4 

 

,,,3"&P:S9 ! %ARBONG 7YAK  
< SIM2( AT < M L:S!! MAY 
MAKUKULAY ) B:D]ITAS4,' 

 
(This is for passage indicator used in mulitiple paragraph) 
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Section 9: Typeforms/Font Attributes 
 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 

.2 Italic symbol indicator 

.1 Italic word indicator 

.7 Italic passage indicator 

. ' Italic terminator 

^2 Boldface symbol indicator 

^1 Boldface word indicator 

^7 Boldface passage indicator 

^' Boldface terminator 

_2 Underlined symbol indicator 

_1 Underlined word indicator 

_7 Underlined passage indicator 

_' Underlined terminator 

@2 Script symbol indicator 

@1 Script word indicator 

@7 Script passage indicator 

@' Script terminator 

@#2 First transcriber-defined typeform symbol 
indicator 

@#1 First transcriber-defined typeform word 
indicator 

@#7 First transcriber-defined typeform passage 
indicator 

@#' First transcriber-defined typeform terminator 

^#2 Second transcriber-defined typeform symbol 
indicator 

^#1 Second transcriber-defined typeform  
word indicator 

^#7 Second transcriber-defined typeform  
passage indicator 

^#' Second transcriber-defined  
typeform terminator 

_#2 Third transcriber-defined typeform  
symbol indicator 

_#1 Third transcriber-defined typeform  
word indicator 
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_#7 Third transcriber-defined typeform passage 
indicator 

_#' Third transcriber-defined typeform terminator 

"#2 Fourth transcriber-defined typeform symbol 
indicator 

"#1 Fourth transcriber-defined typeform  
word indicator 

"#7 Fourth transcriber-defined typeform passage 
indicator 

"#' Fourth transcriber-defined typeform terminator 

.#2 Fifth transcriber-defined typeform  
symbol indicator 

.#1 Fifth transcriber-defined typeform  
word indicator 

.#7 Fifth transcriber-defined typeform  
passage indicator 

.# ' Fifth transcriber-defined typeform terminator 

 

9.1 Deciding When to Use Typeform Indicators  

Refer to: 9.7 for guidance on the placement of typeform indicators and 
terminators in relation to opening and closing punctuation.  

 
9.1.1 Despite wide use of different typeforms in print, it is not always necessary 

to indicate them when transcribing into braille. For example, print will 
commonly use a distinctive typeface for headings. This usage is generally 
ignored in braille where formatting will distinguish the headings from the 
rest of text. Also the print practice of italicising all variables in technical 
material is ignored.  

 
9.1.2 Typeform indicators are considered necessary in braille when the print 

change in typeform is significant because it indicates emphasis or shows 
distinction, e.g. foreign words in Filipino text, titles within text, subject 
headings on paragraphs, silent thought, computer input distinguished from 
computer output, or the class of a variable in mathematics.  

 
9.1.3 When it cannot be determined whether or not a change of typeform is 

significant, indicate the change. 

Example: 

31l  #cal  

[The lowercase letter l is in a different font only to distinguish it from the 
numeral 1.] 
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Pumunta sa http://lrmds.deped.gov.ph upang malaman ang tungkol sa K  
to 12. 

 

,pumunta sa 
http3_/_/lrmds4deped4gov4ph  
u m":: ! "\ sa _7;,k to #ab_'4 

 

[This example shows two underlined hyperlinks both of which can be 
activated in the electronic print file. The first is considered a print 
enhancement which need not be shown in braille. The second marks 
embedded text and unless shown as such the braille reader is unaware of 
the presence of the link.] 
 
KABANATA 6 

Sa darating na Martes, magkakaroon ng piging sa …. 

   ,,32nata #f 

,sa darat+ ( ,martes1 %33"r < 
pig+ sa 4444 

 

[The change in typeform for the heading is ignored. The typeform change 
at the beginning of the paragraph is an embellishment used at the 
beginning of each chapter in the book and is ignored for this transcription.] 

9.2 Typeform Symbol Indicators .2 ^2 _2 @2 @#2  
                                   ^#b _#b "#b .#b 

                  
9.2.1 A typeform symbol indicator sets the designated typeform for the next letter 

or symbol. 

ebola    .2ebola 

38.9     #ch_24#i 

83%   #hc_2.0 
    

 pitong puting puto 

^2pitong ^2put+ ^2puto 

9.2.2 When a typeform symbol indicator precedes a contraction, only the first 
letter is affected. 

Example: 

Hindi ba ikaw?  _2,h _22 _2i8 
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Talaan ng mga Nilalaman 
 

^2,tala^2: < ;m^2ga  
,nil^2"&: 

 

9.2.3 If any letter of a contraction other than the first is to be preceded by a 
typeform symbol indicator, the contraction is not used. 

Example: 

   Hanggang hanggang hanggang 

h!.2g! h:.2gg! h!7.2ng 
 

[Notice that in a word such as hanggang, where the contraction for 
hanggang is not used, the contractions for ang, an or ga may be used.] 

9.3 Typeform Word Indicators .1 ^1 _1 @1 @#1    
                                                 ^#1 _#1 ">1 .#1 

 
9.3.1 A typeform word indicator sets the designated typeform for the next 

symbols-sequence or the remainder of the current symbols-sequence.  

 

9.3.2 The effect of the typeform word indicator is terminated by space (but not 

by a numeric space or by space at the end of a braille line in a divided 
symbols-sequence). 

Example: 

R.S.V.P.   .1,r4,s4,v4,p4 

Anong awit ang pambata? 

 ,:ong _1[ ! pam2ta8 

Mahal ka ng Panginoon. 

,= ^13 < ,P!i"n4 

kapitbahay ^13pit.128y 

1939-1945 .1#aici-#aide  

[or divided at the end of the braille line]                    .1#aici- 
#aide 
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Pumunta sa http://www.wikipedia.org para sa pangkalahatang impormasyon  
 

,pumunta sa  
.1http3_/_/www4wikipedia4org 
para sa p!3la8t! imporma.n 

N(S) ang simbolo ng null set ^1,n"<.2,s"> ! 
simbolo < ^1null ^1set    

nag(madali) ^1$"<.1madali.'"> 

nagmadali ^1$.1madali 
 

9.4 Typeform Passage Indicators and Terminators  

.7 .' ^7 ^' _7 _' @7 @' @#7 @#'  

^#7 ^#' _#7 _#' "#7 "#' .#7 .#'  
 
9.4.1 A typeform passage indicator sets the designated typeform for the next 

passage.  

 
9.4.2 A passage is three or more symbols-sequences.  

 
9.4.3 A passage is terminated by the designated typeform terminator following 

the last affected symbol.  

 

9.4.4 A typeform word indicator may also be terminated within a symbols 
sequence by the designated typeform terminator. 

Example: 

ikaw/ako .7_1i_'_/ako.' 

Ako ay mabait na bata.  

.7,ako & ma2it ( 2ta4.' 

9.5 Transcriber-Defined Typeform Indicators @#2 @#1 @#7     
                                                                              @#' 

 

9.5.1 Use transcriber-defined typeform indicators for significant print typeform 
changes other than italics, boldface, underlining or script. This includes but 
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is not limited to: different-sized type; colored type; crossed-out type; sans 
serif font; and double, dotted, coloured or wavy underlining. List the 
transcriber-defined typeform indicator on the special symbols page or in a 
transcriber's note giving the print typeform it represents. 

 
9.6 Small Capitals  

 

Note: Small capitals are letters formed as capitals but generally having the 
same height as lowercase letters such as a, c and e. Print most commonly 
uses small capitals in two ways as described below.  

 
9.6.1 Although within a document all abbreviations and/or Roman numerals may 

be in small capitals, in braille these are best transcribed as capitals. 
 

Example: 

King Henry VIII  ,k+ ,h5ry ,,viii 
PT109   ,,pt#aji 

9.6.2 Print sometimes uses small capitals for emphasis or distinction. These can 
usually be recognized by the use of regular size capitals for the letters of 
the small capitals text which are capitalised. When the change in typeform 
is significant, use a transcriber-defined typeform indicator in braille. 

Example: 

Pangunahing balita SANTO PAPA DARATING SA PILIPINAS. 

,p!unah+ 2lita .#7,S:to  
 ,papa darat+ sa ,pilip9as4.#' 

 [In this case the fifth transcriber-defined typeform indicates small capitals.] 
 

9.7 Placement of Typeform Symbols with Punctuation  
 

Note: In determining the placement of typeform indicators and terminators 
in relation to opening and closing punctuation, interpret the following rules 
as guidelines.  

 
9.7.1 It is preferred that typeform indicators and terminators and any paired 

characters such as parentheses, square brackets and quotes be nested; that 
is, close punctuation and indicators in reverse order of opening. 

Example: 

Dula (tulad ng Florante at Laura)   

,dula "<\lad < .7,Flor:te  
at ,laura.'"> 
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9.7.2 When it is clear in the print copy that punctuation is not included in a 
specific typeform and when a typeform terminator is required for other 
reasons, place the typeform terminator at the point where the typeform 
changes. When there is doubt, except for the hyphen, dash and ellipsis, 
consider the punctuation as being included in the typeform. 

Example: 

Si Malakas at Si Maganda, ay isang kwentong bayan. 

.7,Si ,Mala3s at ,Si ,%:da1.'   
& is! kwng 2y:4 

 

9.7.3 For better readability, ignore a change in typeform for closing punctuation 
when a typeform word indicator is used. Similarly, ignore a change in 
typeform for incidental punctuation within a passage. However, do not 
ignore the change when it is important for an understanding of the text, 
such as when typeforms are being studied. 

Example: 

Nabasa mo ba ang sulat? 

,na2Sa mo 2 ! _1sulat8 

[The question mark is not underlined in print.] 

 ―Tulong! ako‘y mahuhulog.‖ 

8.1,\long6 ako'y  
^1mahuhulog40 

 

9.8 Multiple Typeform Indicators for The Same Text  
 

9.8.1 The order for typeform indicators in braille is not prescribed. Therefore, 
when braille requires the use of two (or more) different typeform indicators 
for the same text, the indicators and terminators are best nested – meaning 
that the first typeform to be opened is the last typeform to be closed.  

Example: 

Ang Pasko ay nalalapit na! 

.7_7^7,! ,pasko & nalalapit  
)6^'_'.' 

 

9.9 Typeform passages extending across consecutive same text 
elements 
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9.9.1 When transcribing a typeform passage which extends over more than one 
text element (e.g. a series of consecutive paragraphs), each text element is 
preceded by the typeform passage indicator and the typeform is terminated 
only at the point where the typeform changes. 

 
Example: 

Isa sa magandang katangian ng bagong Filipino Braille 

Code ay ang pagkakaroon nito ng iba’t ibang Typeform 

indicators.  Dahil dito maaari nang isalin sa Braille ang 

nakasalungguhit, nakaitaliko at boldface na simbolo ng 

malinaw kahit ito ay sabay na ginagamit sa isang 

pangungusap o talata.   

 

Dahil dito mas magiging madali sa mga bulag na 

malaman ang eksaktong pagkakagamit ng mga ito sa 

print.  Makatutulong din ito sa kanilang akademikong 

pag-unlad.   

`7,Isa sa %:d! 3t!i: < 2gong 
, "f ,Brl ,Code & ! ?33"r nito <  
i2't ib! ,Typeform indicators4  
,d dito maaari n! isal9 sa ,Brl 
! na3salungguhit1 na3italiko at 
.1boldface ) simbolo < mal9{ 
3hit ito & sa2y ) gi$amit sa is! 
psp o tl4   

`7,d dito mas %g madali sa m 
bl ) m":: ! eksaktong ?337mit < 
m ito sa .1print4  ,Ma3\\long 
d9 ito sa 3nil! a3demikong ?-
unlad4`'   
{The example passage is in hand written or script.} 

Section 10. Filipino Braille Contractions 

10.1 The  Alphabetic Wordsign Contractions   

The following are the alphabetic wordsign contractions in Filipino Braille: 
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                      Alphabetic Wordsigns 
 

CONTRACTION MEANING 

B bakit 

C computer 

D direksyon 

F fiesta 

G ganoon 

H hindi 

I ikaw 

J juice 

K kanya  

L lungsod 

M mga 

N ngayon 

P paano 

Q kailan 

R rin 

S sandali 

T talaan 

U upang 

V virus 

W wagas 
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X x-ray 

Y yagit 

Z zoo 

 

10.1.1 Use the alphabetic wordsigns when the word it represents is ―standing   
alone.‖ A letter or letters-sequence is considered to be ―standing-alone‖ if it 
is preceded and followed by a space, a hyphen, or a dash. The dash can be 
of any length, that is the dash or the long dash.  

 
  Examples: 

 
     direksyon--timog 

   D,-timog 
            

   mga  yagit   sa    lungsod 

  m y sa l  
      

   Ebola Virus 
 ,ebola ,v 
    

  fiesta ngayon  

   F n 
                        

10.1.2 The contractions for computer/fiesta should not be used for the word 
kompyuter/pista/pyesta. 

 
10.1.3 Ligatures can be added to a one-cell wordsign contractions. The ligature g  

(g) is added to words ending in letter n while the ligature ng (ng) is 

added to words ending in vowels.  
           
   Examples: 

 ganoong   gg       ring  rg   

  kanyang kng                          talaang tg  
paanong    png   

10.2 Strong Contractions  

BRAILLE SYMBOL 
 

STRONG WORDSIGNS 
 

 
STRONG GROUPSIGNS 

 

= mahal mahal 
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? pag pag 

! ang ang 

 

10.2.1 Strong contractions can be used as groupsigns and as wordsigns. 
 

Examples: 
 
Maanghang ang sili. 

 ,ma!h! ! sili4 
        

Ang mahal ng mahalimuyak na sabon. 

,! = < =imuyak ) sabon4 
     

10.3 Strong Wordsigns and Strong Groupsigns 
 

BRAILLE SYMBOL 
 

STRONG WORDSIGNS 
 

 
STRONG GROUPSIGNS 

 

% maging mag 

: anak an 

$ naging nag 

] eroplano er 

\ tunay tu 

[ awit aw 

+ ingay ing 

( hanggang han 

< ng  

> araw  

) na  

& ay  
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Example: 
 

Mahal na mahal kita hanggang ngayon. 

,= ) = kita ( n4 
 

Ang mahalagang handog ay para sa iyo. 

,! =AG! (DOG & para sa iyo4 
 

Handa na ang mga tauhan. 

,(da ) ! m tau(4 
     

10.3.1 Except for the contractions for ―maging‖ and ―naging‖, all the other strong 
wordsigns can be used in hyphenated compound words including  those 
words divided at the end of a line.  

 

Examples: 
 
  anak-araw            anak-pawis 

:->  :- p[is   
 

  pala-                pa- 
  anak                awit 

 pala-      pa- 
 :         [   
                

10.3.2 Strong wordsign whose groupsigns meaning are different from their wordsign 
meanings, such as the contractions for ―han‖, ―an‖, etc., should not be used 
before the hyphen or as runovers in words divided at the end of the line. 

 
Examples: 

 
 han-   [not]   han- 

  dog         dog 

h:-     (- 
dog     dog 

 
         lunti-   [not]       lunti-  

an      an 
  

          lunti-      lunti- 
an      : 
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               ar-   [not]         ar- 
   tista       tista 

 

  ar-       >- 
 tista    tista 
   

10.3.3 The Strong wordsigns take on their groupsigns meanings when they are 
used as parts of words. All the  groupsigns in this section can be used in the  
beginning, middle or end of a word. 

 

Examples: 
 

anghang              magmahalan   pagmamahal               
!h!      %=:    ?ma= 

    

   handa                tahanan         tauhan               

     (da     ta(:       tau( 
 

  sawi                        lawa       awa  
s{I     l{a      {a 

                    
10.3.4 The groupsign contractions for ―mag‖- and ―nag‖- plus all the strong 

contractions such as the contractions for ―mahal‖, ―pag‖, and ―ang‖, can be 
used in hyphenated words. They may stand before the hyphen or as 
runovers in words divided at the end of the line. 

 
 Examples: 
   
   mag-asawa                nag-atubili    

 %-as[a          $-a\bili    
    
             pagma-                        la- 
 mahal              pag 
              ?ma-     la-   
 =          ? 
     

10.4   Lower Wordsigns and Lower Groupsigns 

BRAILLE SYMBOL 
 

LOWER WORDSIGNS 
 

 
LOWER GROUPSIGNS 

 

2 ba ba 
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3 ka ka 

5 - en 

7 - ga 

8 - ha 

9 inyo in 

0 - umi 

 

10.4.1 The lower signs which can be used as wordsigns or groupsigns, are formed 
by using the lower half of the braille cell  dots 2, 3, 5 and 6. 

 
10.4.2   The lower wordsigns for ―ba‖, ―ka‖, and ―inyo‖ can be preceded by the     

  capital or italic sign, and they can be used within the word with upper dots,     
  but should never be in contact with the punctuation marks, except with the   
  apostrophe t (‗t) or y (‗y). 
 

Examples: 
 

Inyo ba ang kabayong iyon? 

,9 2 ! 32yong iyon8 
 

 Sino ka?   

,s9o ka8 
   

Magbihis ka‘t aalis tayo. 

 ,%BIHIS 3'T AALIS TAYO4 
 

10.4.3    The ligature  “ng”  ng  can be added to the lower wordsign “inyo”.  

 
Examples: 

 

Siya ang inyong lola. 
 ,Siya ! 9ng lola4 
 

10.4.4 When the words  ―ba‖ and ―ka‖ are followed by a ligature ng, the letters b, 
and k, and the strong groupsign for ‖ang‖  should be used in preference to 
the lower signs.  
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Examples: 
 

bang                                                

b!  
 

Ano bang uri ng hayop ito? 
,:o b! uri < hayop ito8   

     
   kang 

 k! 
 

   Wala kang pasok sa paaralan bukas. 

 ,wala k! pasok sa paaral: 
   bu3s4 
   

10.4.5 As part of words, the lower groupsigns for ―ba‖, ―ka‖, and ―umi‖  should be 
used  as initial or medial contractions.  However, they can be used as 
terminal contractions if they are in contact with the apostrophe t (‗t) or 
apostrophe y (‗y).  

   Examples: 
 

   bato         pagkakaisa                makapal  

2to     ?33isa   ma3pal 
      

 lumikha                 naglaba‘t                 nagluto  

l0kha   $la2't          $luto  
           
   Magbihis ka‘t  aalis tayo. 
 ,%bihis 3't aaliS tayo4  
                            

Siya ba‘y kaibigan mo?    

 ,Siya 2'y 3ibig:   mo8  
          

10.4.6 The lower groupsigns for ―ga‖, “en”, and “in”  should be used as initial, 
medial and terminal signs. The lower groupsigns ―ha‖, should be used as 
medial contractions only. Both lower groupsigns for “ga” and “ha” can be 
contracted if in contact with apostrophe t (‗t) or apostrophe y (‗y).  Lower 
groupsigns for “en” and “in” can be contracted even if in contact with the 
punctuation marks.   

 

Examples:  

bagay           bahagi                      palagay 

27y       28gI    paLA7Y 
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 nilaga                           gamot              halaga 

nila7     7mot     hala7 
                   

 inalis     malinis              mahalin 

9ALIS     MAL9Is   =9 
 

Enteng            Helen 

,5T5G     ,HEL5 
 

luha‘t pighati 
LU8'T pIG8tI 

 

luha‘y tumulo 
lu8'y \MULo 

  
May holen si Ben 

,May hol5 si ,b54 
 

10.4.7 Two or more lower groupsigns may follow one another only if one of them 
is in contact with an upper sign containing dot 1 or dot 4.  
 
Examples: 

 
pagkakain            kababaan 
?339    322: 

   
bagal            nakababahala 

27l               na3228LA     
             

10.4.8 If a word can be written in purely lower groupsigns and no other alter-
native groupsign contraction is available, the last lower groupsigns should 
be spelled out. 

 

Examples: 
 

babain    kainin                 babahain 

22in  39IN     228IN 
 

10.4.9 The lower groupsigns can be used in contact with a hyphen only in 
hyphenated word and in a word divided at the end of a line provided that 
one of the lower groupsigns is in contact with an upper sign containing a 
dot 1 or dot 4.   
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Examples: 
 

magkabaha-bahagi                                     aka-               

%328-28gi    lain                                                   
              a3-    

                 lA9 
           tumi- 

                          ngin 

          t0- 
        ng9 
 

10.4.10  Lower Groupsigns in Words with Repeated Syllables. Lower groupsigns can 
be used in words with repeated syllables. 

10.4.11  The syllable to be repeated twice occurs at the beginning of a word. 
 

 Examples:  
 

   babalik                                kakausapin 
 22LIK       33Usap9  
          

   gagaling                               gagalaw 
 77l+        77l[  
             

10.4.12  The syllable to be repeated twice occurs in the middle of a word.  
  

  Examples: 
 

   mababago  makakamit 

Ma22go  ma33mit    
 

  maggagala                       nahahabag 
%77La    na882g  

                     
  mababaliw    mahahaba 
ma22liw   ma88ba 

        
10.4.13 The syllable to be repeated twice is followed by a hyphen in a word divided at 

the end of a line.  
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Examples:    
  
          nababa-                                nakaka-                        naggaga- 
      itan                              tulad                            lawan 

   na22-     na33-    $77-  

it:           |Lad            L[: 
                        

                                           naghaha- 
                                               bulan 

    $88- 

        bul:     
  

10.4.14 The strong groupword signs for ―ang‖, ―an‖, and ―aw‖ should be used in 
preference to the lower groupsigns where both the strong groupsigns 
contractions and the lower groupsigns can be used to form syllables as long 
as it would not distort the pronunciation or hinder the recognition of the 
word. 

 
Examples: 
 
 bangko    

 B!Ko          
   

 kanta             kanal 
 k:ta     3nal 

        
banda                                      banak 

 b:da      2nak 
                     

 ihaw     ihawin 

  ih[    i8w9 
   

      lugaw     lugawan 

lug[    lu7w: 
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10.5 Initial Letter Contractions 
 
10.5.1   The following initial letter contractions are preceded by dot 5 (") .  

 
 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 

"b binata 

"c cellphone 

"d dalaga 

"e ewan 

"f filipino 

"g gunita 

"h hapon 

"i isip 

"j jeep 

"k kailangan 

"l larawan 

"m mabuti 

"n noon 

"o opo 

"p patuloy 

"q kislap 

"r roon 

"s subalit 

"t talaga 

"u ugali 

"v buhay 

"w wakas 

"x eksamen 

"y yaman 

"z salita 
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  Other Contractions Beginning with Dot 5. 
 

"! anggi 

"% masama 

"$ nasa 

"? panahon 

": alam 

"\ tungkol 

"+ ingat 

"[ away 

 
10.5.2 Initial letter contractions and other contractions beginning with dot 5  can 

be used as wordsign or groupsign. Prefixes, suffixes, letters or ligatures can 
be added to them even if the  addition may form words whose meanings 

may or may not be related to the  original meanings of the words to which 

such addition have been made.   
 

Examples: with prefixes/suffixes    

   kabinataan             paglalarawan                  kaugalian              

  3"b:     ?la"l     3"u:                    
                              
   alamat                  salamin                       salamat 

   ":at            S":9      s":at   
  
   kailanganin           gunitain      kawayan               masamain 

   "k9          "g9       k"[:    "%9 
               
   mayaman                    pagyamanin                 pagsalitain 

   ma"y      ?"y9   ?"z9  
          
   with letter/ligature:   

   binatay                     binatak                 salitan                   
   "by      "bk          "zn        
    
             

   kailangang              ugaling              larawang           masamang 

   "kg     "ung        "lg    "%ng   
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10.5.3    The apostrophe t (‗t) or apostrophe y (‗y) can be added only to initial letter   
             contraction with vowel endings.   

        
Examples: 

  
gunita‘t   masama‘y           salita‘t 
"g't  "%'y    "Z't 

    

10.5.4 When prefixes and/or suffixes are added to the words ―hapon‖, ―tungkol‖, 
and ―panahon‖, the letter o in the last syllable of each word changes  to u.   

 
Examples: 

             
   hapunan       tungkulin     kapanahunan 

   "H:  "\9       3"?:  
    

10.6    Final Letter Groupsigns 

10.6.1    Final letter groupsign contractions beginning with dots 4, 6  (.) and     

   dots 5, 6 (;) 

   
 

 

 

   

10.6.2 The contractions  for “syon” can be used only in the middle or at the end of 
a word. The ligature g can be added to them when they are used terminally.   

 
   Examples: 

 
edisyon              bakasyon               edukasyon 

   edi.n    23.n   edu3.n 
      

emosyonal                      propesyonal 

   emo.nal                       prope.nal  
      
  komisyonado    lokasyong 

  komi.nado         lo3.ng 
 

 iskursiyon              proteksiyon 
   iskur;n           protek;n 
       
           

 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS 
 

 

MEANINGS 

.n 
 

syon 

;n 
 

siyon 
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transkripsiyon        liksiyong 

   transkrip;n   lik;ng 
           

10.7    Short Form Words 
 

10.7.1  List of ShortForm Words. The following contractions are called short 
form words. 

 

BRAILLE SYMBOLS MEANINGS 

Bb babae 

Bl bulag 

Brl braille 

Dd damdamin 

Dl dakila 

Dp dapat 

Dwt datapwat  

Hg huwag 

Hl halos 

Hlm halimbawa 

Hln halaman 

Hwn huwaran 

Is inaasahan 

Krn karunungan 

Kd kundi 

Kl kalayaan 

Kmn komunikasyon 

Kp karapatan 

Kr karanasan 

Ks kasalukuyan 

Ksy kasaysayan 

Ktr kultura 

Kw kuwento 

Lk lalaki  

Lpn lipunan 
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Mrl marahil 

%g magiging 

Mr marami 

$g nagiging 

?g pagiging 

?k pagkat 

Pl palaisipan 

Pmn pamahalaan 

Pn panitikan 

Psp pangungusap 

Sg sangguni 

Sl suliranin 

Smk samakatwid 

Smt samantala 

s?k sapagkat 

Ss sumusunod 

Sw salawikain 

Tk talakay 

Tl talata 

Tp tagumpay 

Tr trabaho 

Ww watawat 

 

10.7.2  Prefix, suffix, or both can be added to a short-form word regardless of its 
original meaning. 

 
 Examples: 

 
 kundiman                madamdamin 

kdm:            madd 
             

 panlipunan       pangkasalukuyan           pampamahalaan 

p:lpn       p!ks      6MpMn 
        

   pagtagumpayan            samantalahin                talakayin 

 ?tp:      smth9     tk9  
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10.7.3 Only prefix can be added to the following short form words: babae, bulag, 
dakila, and braille. 

 
   Examples: 
 
   pagkababae       pambabae         nagbibraille   

 ?3bb               6Mbb    $bibrl 
 

   pambulag                      pinakadakila 

 6Mbl    p9a3dl    
              

10.7.4 The ligature g can be added to respective short-form word that ends in 
letter n, while the ligature ng to short-form word that ends in a vowel. 

 
Examples: 
 
damdaming   halimbawang        karanasang        kuwentong 

 ddg  hlmNg  krg  kwng 
 

10.7.5 A short-form word should not be divided at the end of a line, but can be 
separated from any prefix addition. 

 
 Examples: 
 

pagka-          pagka-  
 babae                                     dakila 

   ?3-         ?3-     

 bb     dl 
 

        pang-      maka- 
 komunikasyon    kultura 

p!-     ma3-    

kmn          ktr    
  

10.7.6 When a suffix is added to the word ―kuwento‖ and ―trabaho‖ , the letter o 
at the end of the word changes to u. 

   
     Examples: 

 
   kuwentuhan               trabahuhin 

 kw(     trh9   
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10.8    Repetition Signs 

10.8.1  The Repetition Sign  "_ is found  before a consonant, the letter /a/ 

should be added to the consonant and the resulting syllable should be 
pronounced three times.  

 
Examples: 

 

mamamalakaya         papapakin 

"_mla3ya         "_pk9  
     

  niyayaya      mamamayan     bababa 
 ni"_y  "_my:     "_b 

  

10.8.2 When  the repetition sign "_ (5, 4-5-6)  is followed by a series of 

consonants, pronounce the first consonant three times with the /a/ sound. 
However, the third syllable  should  be pronounced with the second  
consonant‘s sound.  

 
Examples: 

  
    mamamasyal                             nananampalataya 

"_msyal   "_nmpalataya 
 

ibababad            nananambitan   

   i"_bd   "_nmbit: 
         

nagtatatakbo     nagpapapadyak 
 $"_tkbo   $"_pdyak 

10.8.3 The repetition sign "*  is found before a  consonant, the /i/ sound should 

be added to the consonant and the resulting syllable should be pronounce 
three times.   

 

Example: 
 

nagsisisi          nagtititili                     nagbibibili 

$"*s   $"*tli    $"*bli 
10.8.4   When  the repetition sign "* is followed by a series of consonants, 

pronounce the first consonant three times with the /i/ sound. However, the 
third syllable  should  be pronounced with the second consonant‘s sound. 
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Examples:  
 

pinagbibibigkas    pinaglililigtas 

pi$"*bg3s  pi$"*lgtas 
   

pinagtititikman                          pinagdididiktahan 

pi$"*tkm:    pi$"*dkta( 
               

10.8.5 The Repetition Sign ". is found before a  consonant,   the /u/  sound  

should  be  added  to the  consonant  and the resulting syllable should be 
pronounced three times.  

 
   Examples: 
 
   tututulan                          sususugan 

 ".tl:       ".sg: 
 

natututuhan              pinagkukukuha            pinagpupuputol 

na".t(   pi$".kha  pi$".ptol 
 

10.8.6 When  the repetition sign ". is followed by a series of consonants,  

pronounce  the  first syllable three times with the  /u/  sound.  However,  
the  third syllable   should be  pronounced with the second consonant‘s 
sound.  

 
Examples: 
 
 pinagtututukso                            pinagbububuksan   

  pi$".tkso     pi$".bks:                             
                  

   nagkukukumpas                          naglululukso 

 $".kmpas      $".lkso    
    

10.8.7 The repetition sign "& is found before the word. The word should be 

pronounced twice. This should be used to repeat a hyphenated word if the 
letters of the word are exactly identical. 

    

 Examples: 
  ano-ano                   bukod-bukod                kahon-kahon 
"&:o      "&bukod   "&3hon 

       
  buto-buto             milyon-milyon              sunod-sunod 

"&buto   "&milyon  "&sunod      
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   taon-taon                 dugtong-dugtong              pito-pito 

"&taon  "&dugtong  "&pito  
                               
  halo-halo                 piso-piso       solo-solo 

"&halo   "&piso     "&solo 
10.8.8 When this sign "& is found within a word, say the syllable(s) / prefix 

before the sign and pronounce the word after the sign twice if the word is 
exactly identical. 
  
Examples: 
 

  kapuna-puna                               pagkalaki-laki 

 3"&puna     ?3"&laki 
   

  kadala-dala              magsabay-sabay   

 3"&dala       %"&sa2y   
                   
   magpatak-patak                          kataka-taka 

    %"&patak    3"&taka 
10.8.9   The repetition  sign "1   is found within a word, read the word with the 

ligature first then repeat the word before the sign.  
 
   Examples: 
 
   pulang-pula                     berdeng-berde                 babaeng-babae 

 pula"1ng   b}de"1ng   bb"1ng 
    
  mabuting-mabuti                   libreng-libre   

   "m"1ng      libre"1ng 
         

10.8.10 The repetition  sign ") is found within a word, say the syllable(s) or 

words before the sign first and then read the syllable(s) before the sign 
with the syllable/suffix after it. 

 
Examples: 

 
   kasal-kasalan                      bahay-bahayan 

   3sal"):      28Y"): 

 isip-isipin                        tinda-tindahan   

    "i")9       t9da")( 
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pala-palagay                  baha-bahagi         

pala")7y     28")Gi   

    pare-pareho             pira-piraso                                      

 pare")ho     pira")so 
 

10.9    Proper Nouns and Foreign Wordss  
 

10.9.1  Proper nouns.  Full contractions should be used in all proper nouns 
regardless of  proper  pronunciation.   

 
 Examples: 
  

Madrigal                                   Balintawak 

,madri7l     ,2l9t[ak 
  

Magtanggol                              Tagumpay 

,%t!GOL      ,tp 
 

 Bauan                                       Juan 
 ,2u:         ,Ju:   

   
 Adrian                                      Indian 

 ,Adri:      ,9DI: 
     
   Batangas                              Pampanga 

 ,2t!as     , pamp!a 
    

   Kagawaran ng Edukasyon 

 ,37war: < ,edu3.n 
            
   Araw ng Kalayaan 

    ,> < ,Kl 
   
  Kasaysayan at  Panitikan 

   ,Ksy at ,pn 
   
  Mang Inasal 

,m! ,9asal 
    

10.9.2 Foreign Words  All foreign words and the vernacular embedded in Filipino 
language should be uncontracted and with italic sign.  
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   Examples: 
 
   Basahin ang  pangungusap na nakasulat sa iba‘t ibang  ―mother tongue‖  
   ng  ating bansa. 
 
1.  Filipino 
             Ang  anumang  mabigat na  gawain at suliranin ay mapapagaan                    

         kung may pagtutulungan at  pagkakaisa ang bawat  kasapi ng                             
        komunidad. 

             ,! :um! Mabi7t ) g[a9 
  at sl & mapa?a: kuNG may      
  ?\\luNG: at ?33isa ! 2wat  
  3sapi < komunidad4 
 
2.  Bicolano  
            An pagtatarabangan dangan  pakikipagkapwa  kaipuhan sa                          
        pagresolba sa mga problema kan  komunidad. 
 .7,an pagtatarabangan 
dangan pakikipagkapwa 
kaipuhan sa pagresolba sa  
mga problema kan komunidad4.' 
 
3. Binisaya 
           Mahinungdanon ang pagtinabangay ug pakighigala sa pagsulba ng mga 
problema sa komunidad.      

   .7,mahinungdanon ang 
 pagtinabangay ug pakighigala 
 sa pagsulba ng Mga problema  
 sa komunidad4.' 
  
4. Waray 
                  Himua nga susbaranon an mag-upay nga buhat han tawo ha                         
        komunidad. 

          .7,himua nga susbaranon  
an mag-upay nga buhat han  
tawo ha komunidad4.' 
  

10.9.3   Foreign and vernacular proper nouns such as Title of books and magazines, 
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Chapters, Articles, Songs, Name of Companies, Ships, etc. should be 
transcribed in Braille without italic signs and contracted using Filipino Braille 
Code. 

 
Example: 

 
 Basahin natin ang nobelang Noli Me Tangere. 

  ,2sah9 nat9 ! nobel! ,noli 

         me ,t!]e4 
        

Napanood mo ba sa telebisyon ang Peter Pan? 

,napanood mo 2 sa        
   telebi.n ! ,pet] ,p:8 
 
   Awiting Ilocano ang Manang Biday. 

 ,[it+ ,iloc:o ! ,m:!     
   ,biday4  
 

   Maraming kwentong mababasa sa Reader‘s Digest. 

 ,mrng kwng ma22sa sa  
          ,read]'s ,digest4  

              
10.10 General Rules on Contraction Preferences 

10.10.1 Choice on the use of contraction. Unless otherwise restricted by specific 
provisions in the other sections or subsections of this Rulebook, the choice 
and use of contractions should be based on the following. 

 

10.10.2 If it is possible to use two or more alternative contractions in a word, 
preference should be given to the contraction (or contractions) which would 
save the greater (or greatest) amount of space. 

   Examples: 

   handog  [not]      handog 

(dog     h:dog 
 

mahalin  [not]    mahalin 

=9       ma8l9 
 

maganda  [not]    maganda 

%:da      mag:da 
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naganap  [not]            naganap 
$:ap      na7nap 

10.10.3 If the use of either one contraction or any of its alternatives in a word 
would save an equal amount of spaces, preference should be given to the 
contractions which indicates correct syllabication.  

            Examples: 
             

 kanin       [not]   kanin 

3n9     k:9 
 

   banta       [not]   banta 

b:ta       2nta 
 

ganado       [not]   ganado 

7nado    g:ado 
               

kabanata       [not]   kabanata 

32nata    3b:ata 

10.10.4 If there are no alternative contractions, use any possible contractions even 
if it would violate the primary division of a word.  

Examples: 

 buwanan    arawan   tanawin 

buw:: ar[:  t:[9 
 

   pera     bingi    tawa 

p]a  b+i  t[a 
    

SECTION 11 STRESS (MODIFIERS) 

11.1 Stress Signs (Modifiers) The following signs listed below should be used 
in stressed words and should be placed before the affected syllables. All 
words with stress signs should be written in uncontracted forms. 

 

Print    Braille 
Sign    Symbol 

ˊ   ^/ (dots 4-5, 3-4)       pahilis mabilis  (fast pronunciation) 

    ^⠡    (dots 4-5, 1-6)      paiwa malumi  (penultimate glottal) 
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^ ^%  (dots 4-5, 1-4-6)  pakupya  maragsa   (acute glottal) 
walang tuldik    malumay  

Note: For other letter modifiers, please see Appendix B 

Examples: 

pulís   (policeman)  [mabilis] 

Pu^/lis  
 

sukà   (vinegar)  [malumi] 

su^*ka 
 

dagâ   (rat)   [maragsa] 

Da^%ga 
 

Kababayan  (townmate/countryman) [malumay] 

322y: 
  

   dalì (one inch) [malumi]              dalî (quickness) [maragsa] 

Da^*li      da^%li 
 

Daing (dried fish) [malumay]       daíng (moaning) [mabilis] 

Da+             Da^/ing  
 

basa (read) [malumay]      basâ (wet) [maragsa] 

2sa     ba^%sa 
 

lata (can) [malumay]      latâ (weariness) [maragsa] 
 lata     la^%ta 

      
 baga (burning coal) [malumay]    bagà (lung) [maragsa] 

2ga       ba^*ga 
 
tubo(pipe)[malumay]     tubó(sugar cane)[mabilis]    tubò(interest)[malumi]      

\bo    tu^/bo     tu^*bo 
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Section 12 Technical Materials 

12.1 Used Filipino Braille Code in transcribing URL (Unique Resource Location), 
email and filename. 

Example: 

http://www.dpwh.gov.ph  

http3_/_/www4dpwh4gov4ph 

pedro.penduko@gmail.com 

pedro4p5duko@agmail4com 

c:\documents\doc1.dxb 

c3_*documents_*doc#a4;dxb 

12.2 When transcribing materials for mathematics used Nemeth Braille Code 
1972. Revision end its updates 2007-2014. Refer to Appendix C for 
transcribing mathematics textbook/material.  

12.3 Used Computer Braille Code 2000 in transcribing materials for computer 
related textbooks like programming. 

12.4 Use Music Braille Code 1997 in transcribing music materials. 
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                                      Appendix A 
                                      Greek Letters 
 

BRAILLE 
SYMBOLS 

MEANING 
LETTERS 
SYMBOLS 

.a 
Greek alpha α 

.b 
Greek beta β 

.g Greek gamma γ 

.d Greek delta δ 

 .e 
Greek epsilon ε 

.z 
Greek zeta δ 

.:            Greek eta ε 

.?           Greek theta ζ 

 .i        Greek iota η 

 .k        Greek kappa θ 

.l           Greek lambda ι 

.m             Greek mu κ 

.n             Greek nu λ 

.x         Greek xi μ 

.o        Greek omicron ν 

.p             Greek pi π 

.r         Greek rho ξ 

.s         Greek sigma ο or ζ 

.t            Greek tau η 

.u Greek upsilon π 

.f Greek phi θ 

.& Greek chi ρ 

.y Greek psi ς 

.w Greek omega σ 
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,.a capital Greek alpha Α 

,.b capital Greek beta Β 

,.g capital Greek gamma Γ 

,.d capital Greek delta Γ 

,.e capital Greek epsilon Δ 

,.z capital Greek zeta Ε 

,.: capital Greek eta Ζ 

,.? capital Greek theta Θ 

,.i capital Greek iota Η 

,.k capital Greek kappa Θ 

,.l capital Greek lambda Ι 

,.m capital Greek lambda Κ 

,.n capital Greek nu Λ 

,.x capital Greek xi Μ 

,.o capital Greek omicron Ν 

,.p capital Greek pi Ξ 

,.r capital Greek rho Ο 

,.s capital Greek sigma Π 

,.t capital Greek tau Ρ 

,.u capital Greek upsilon  

,.f capital Greek phi Φ 

,.& capital Greek chi Σ 

,.y capital Greek psi Τ 

,.w capital Greek omega Υ 
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                                            Appendix B 
                                         Letter Modifiers 
 

BRAILLE 
SYMBOLS 

MEANINGS 
PRINT 

SYMBOLS 

@* Solidus (forward slash) overlay on following letter Ȼ 

@3 Horizontal stroke overlay on following letter ө 

@+ Breve above following letter ӑ 

@- Macron above following letter ᾱ 

^& Cedilla below following letter ᶇ 

^* Grave accent above following letter ѐ 

^% Circumflex above following letter â 

^$ Ring (circle) above following letter å 

^] Tilde above following letter õ 

^3 Diaeresis (umlaut) above following letter ӓ 

^/ Acute accent above following letter á 

^+ Caron (hacek, wedge) above following letter š 

^_1 First transcriber-defined modifier on following letter  

^_2 Second transcriber-defined modifier on following letter  

^_- Third transcriber-defined modifier on following letter  

,@* Solidus (forward slash) overlay on following capital 
letter 

Ø 

,@3 Horizontal stroke overlay on following capital letter Ө 

,@+ Breve above following capital letter Ŏ 

,@- Macron above following capital letter Ū 
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,^& Cedilla below following capital letter Ḩ 

,^* Grave accent above following capital letter Ẁ 

,^% Circumflex above following capital letter Ẑ 

,^$ Ring (circle) above following capital letter Å 

,^] Tilde above following capital letter Õ 

,^3 Diaeresis (umlaut) above following capital letter Ÿ 

,^/ Acute accent above following capital letter Ṕ 

,^+ Caron (hacek, wedge) above following capital letter Ť 

,^_1 First tranḨriber-defined modifier on following capital 
letter 

 

,^_2 Second transcriber-defined modifier on following capital 
letter 

 

,^_- Third transcriber-defined modifier on following capital 
letter 

 

 

Place a modifier before the letter it modifies in braille, irrespective of whether 
it appears above, below, or overlaying the letter or letters in print. Whenever a 
transcriber-defined modifier is used, give the print symbol it represents in a 
transcriber's note or on a symbols page. If an indicator is required immediately 
before a modified letter, place the indicator before the modifier. Modifiers on letters 
do not terminate capitalized word mode. A modified letter may not form part of a 
contraction. If a single modifier applies to more than one letter, enclose the 
modified letters in braille grouping indicators. Grade 1 indicators are not required for 
the braille grouping indicators since the modifier cannot be followed by a 
contraction. 

Where the modifier is shown in print without an associated letter, as in a 
dictionary entry or in instructional material, follow print. Use the modifiers listed 
above only in foreign language, words, and phrases except for the (ñ) which is part 
of the Filipino Alphabet. Use the modifiers above for linguistic accents and diacritics 
only and not for modifiers in mathematics or for symbols in computer programming 
even if their appearance is visually similar in print. 
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                                                 Appendix C 
Nemeth Code within FBC Contexts 

 
When Nemeth Code is to be used for mathematics, the actual math and technical 
notation should be presented in Nemeth code or the Nemeth-based chemistry 
code, as applicable, while the surrounding text should be presented in FBC. 

Basic Guidance on When to Switch 

1. Any mathematical or chemical formula should be done in Nemeth Code. This 
includes fragmentary expressions, including isolated signs of operation or 
comparison when mentioned in reference to such formulas. (But see #3 -
Exceptions regarding mere mention of letter variables or numbers.) 

2. All other text, including punctuation that is logically associated with 
surrounding sentences, should be done in FBC. (But see #3 - Exceptions 
regarding enclosures and for commas and semicolons between mathematical 
or chemical expressions.) 

3. Exceptions: Despite the above principles, it is nevertheless desirable not to 
overdo switching just for the sake of a simple item that is easily read in either 
code. On that basis, avoid switching in the following two cases: 

a. A mere mention of a number or a letter variable within an otherwise FBC 
context should be done in FBC. This "number" exception applies to both 
Arabic and Roman numbers and includes numbers that contain commas 
and decimal points, but not fractions, which should be done in Nemeth 
code. 

b. When a comma or semicolon occurs between items that are to be 
transcribed in Nemeth Code, even if they could logically be regarded as 
belonging to the sentence structure, the comma or semicolon should be 
transcribed in Nemeth Code. Likewise parentheses, brackets, or braces 
that enclose only material that is to be transcribed in Nemeth code may 
be transcribed as part of that material even if they could logically be 
considered as belonging to the larger sentence structure. 

4. To avoid use of switch indicators when a single word standing alone occurs 
between two math expressions, a one-word switch indicator (6, 3) may be 
used in Nemeth mode to indicate that the following word is in FBC. 
Contractions may be used in the subsequent word. The one-word switch 
indicator should precede the word whether or not it contains contractions. 
Otherwise, no contractions are used in Nemeth mode. Similar to the 
capital indicators, the one-word switch indicator is disregarded for purposes 
of the FBC lowersign rule. 

5. A switch from Nemeth to FBC or from FBC to Nemeth terminates the effect of 
typeform and capitalization indicators without the need for explicit 
terminators. 
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Rule for Use of Opening and Closing Nemeth Indicators 

The opening and closing Nemeth indicators should be used to indicate the switch 
in and out of Nemeth mode. The following rules are patterned from section 14.6 
of the Rules of Unified English Braille second edition 2013. 

Nemeth Code within FBC text 

1. When technical material is transcribed according to the provisions of The 
Nemeth Braille Code for Mathematics and Science Notation within FBC text, 
the following rules provide for switching between FBC and Nemeth Code. 

2. Place the opening Nemeth Code indicator followed by a space before the 
sequence to which it applies. Its effect is terminated by the Nemeth Code 
terminator preceded by a space. 

Note: The spaces required with the indicator and the terminator do not represent 
spaces in print. 

Examples: 

The result will be in the form (ax + by)(cx +dy), where ac = 12, bd = -10, and  
 ad + bc = 7. 
 

,! Result w 2 9 ! =m _% 
  (ax+by)(cx+dy) _:1 ": _% 
  ac .k #12, bd .k -#10 _:1 & _% 
  ad+bc .k #7 _:4 
 
He said, ―4x+3y is the numerator.‖ 

,he sd1 8_% #4x+3y _: is ! num]ator40 

3. When the Nemeth Code text is displayed on one or more lines separate from 

the FBC text, the opening Nemeth Code indicator and the Nemeth Code 

terminator may each be placed on a line by itself or at the end of the previous 

line of text. 

Example: 

Solution.  Again we group the first two terms and the last two 

terms.  

 

4x3 - 12x2 - x + 3 = 4x2(x - 3) - (x - 3) 

                          = (x - 3)(4x2 - 1) 

                          = (x - 3)(2x + l)(2x - 1) 
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.1,solu;n4 ,ag we gr\p ! f/ two t]ms 
& ! la/ two t]ms4 
_% 
#4x^3"-12x^2"-x+3 
  .k #4x^2"(x-3)-(x-3) 
  .k (x-3)(4x^2"-1) 
  .k (x-3)(2x+1)(2x-1) _: 
 

Below are the examples from the UEB codebook modified as per the guidelines 
proposed in "Provisional Guidance for Transcription Using the Nemeth Code 
within UEB Contexts" of Braille Authority of North America (BANA) on November 
2014. Included changes are: keeping the open/close Nemeth indicators on the 
line with the equation if the entire equation and indicators will fit on the line; not 
leaving Nemeth code for the word "and" or "where." 

 
Examples: 

               The result will be in the form (ax + by)(cx +dy), where ac = 12, bd = -10, and  
 ad + bc = 7. 

  ,! Result w 2 9 ! =m  
_% (ax+by)(cx+dy), ,'": ac .k #12,  
bd .k -#10 ,'& ad+bc .k #7 _:4 
 
He said, ―4x+3y is the numerator.‖ 
 

,he sd1 8_% #4x+3y _: is ! 
num]ator40 

Solution.  Again we group the first two terms and the last two terms.  

4x3 - 12x2 - x + 3 = 4x2(x - 3) - (x - 3) 

                          = (x - 3)(4x2 - 1) 

                          = (x - 3)(2x + l)(2x - 1) 

.1,solu;n4 ,ag we gr\p ! f/ two t]ms 
& ! la/ two t]ms4 _% 

#4x^3"-12x^2"-x+3 

  .k #4x^2"(x-3)-(x-3) 

  .k (x-3)(4x^2"-1) 
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  .k (x-3)(2x+1)(2x-1) _: 

[The opening indicator is placed at the end of the text line preceding the 
beginning of  the math expression to being on a line by itself.] 

 
Additional Guidelines 

 
1. The title page and any supplemental title pages of a book are transcribed in 

FBC. 

2. The transcriber should look through the entire book and make decisions about 
how the switches will be handled before beginning the transcription so that 
there is consistency throughout the book. For special symbols such as the 
percent sign, 
degree mark, and  mentions of Greek letters, the transcriber should, when 
consistency of representation is seen to be especially beneficial to the reader, 
switch to Nemeth Code for such symbols (along with any attached numbers) 
when the same symbol occurs in nearby math notation, even though the local 
context does not constitute math notation. 

3. Labels for figures (such as "Figure 1") should be transcribed in FBC. 

4. In a numbered or lettered series of math problems that are in Nemeth code, 
leave Nemeth mode in effect for the identifiers to avoid excessive switching, 
even though these identifiers are not technically part of the math. 

Example: 

a. 
2 5

5 2
 =  

b. 
12

5

9

5
   

c. 
14 8

5 9
   

d. 
2 24

15 15
   

  

_% 
;a_4 ?2/5#+?5/2# .k = 

;b_4 ?12/5#-?9/5# .k = 

;c_4 ?14/5#-?8/9# .k = 

;d_4 ?2/15#+?24/15# .k = _: 
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5. In general, keep the switch indicators on the same line as the mathematics to 
which they apply with the following exceptions: 
 

a. As shown in the example above, the opening Nemeth Code indicator at the 
beginning of a list of numbered or lettered identifiers should be placed by 
itself on the line above the first item. This ensures that all identifiers begin 
in the same cell. If space permits, the Nemeth Code terminator should still 
be placed on the same line with the text where Nemeth mode ends. 

b. If space permits, an opening Nemeth Code indicator that precedes a 
spatial problem may be placed on the same line with the end of the text 
above the problem. The required blank line follows the opening Nemeth 
Code indicator. If there is no room on the line with the preceding text, the 
opening Nemeth Code indicator is placed at the margin on a line by itself 
and followed by the requisite blank line. When Nemeth mode is closed 
after a spatial problem, the Nemeth Code terminator is placed at the 
margin on a line by itself and is preceded by the required blank line (the 
blank lines around spatial problems are done in Nemeth mode). 

c. If code switching occurs within a math problem and would interfere with 
the alignment of the problem, an opening Nemeth Code indicator may be 
placed at the end of the line before the math to which it applies. If there is 
no room on the line, the indicator is treated as a run over to that line. 

6. If exercise directions end with an expression in Nemeth code and the 
subsequent math problem starts with Nemeth code, Nemeth mode may be 
left in effect between the end of the directions and the start of the problem. 

7. If a tactile graphic intervenes between two items in Nemeth code, leave 
Nemeth mode in effect for the graphic. When applicable, place a note on the 
transcriber's notes page indicating that Nemeth Code is used in tactile 
graphics. 
 

8. When short comments in words appear alternated with math problems (such 
as comments on equations), switch out of Nemeth code to transcribe the 
comments in contracted braille. 
 

9. In uncontracted Nemeth braille, the English Letter Indicator (ELI) is used 
wherever required by §24-§30 of the Nemeth Code. It would mean, for 
example, that multiple choice and exercise letters as well as single letter 
abbreviations would need the ELI. 

10. FBC emphasis indicators are used in the surrounding text, and Nemeth 
emphasis indicators are used only if it is necessary to indicate emphasis 
inside the Nemeth code switches. 

11. If code switching is necessary within the text of an emphasized passage as, 
for example, in a labeled statement, the beginning emphasis indicators are 
repeated after each switch to show that emphasis continues (See #5 under 
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Basic Guidance on When to Switch). Therefore, to avoid excessive use of 
indicators, omit the emphasis indication from an emphasized passage in which 
code switching occurs unless doing so would change the meaning. 

Formatting 

The switch indicators signal which symbols are to be used, but they do not 
govern the formatting. Formatting (that is, indentions, line spacing, centering, 
etc.) is handled as a separate issue from the switch between symbols 
sets/notation. This means that the document is formatted according to the 
following mix of Nemeth Code and Braille Formats provisions regardless of 
whether Nemeth mode is in effect. Note that for this context, emphasis falls in 
the category of symbols, not formatting. 

1. Follow Nemeth Code rules about division of mathematical expressions. If 
there is no room on a line for the Nemeth Code terminator and any related 
punctuation to follow the last expression, the indicator may be separated 
from the math and placed on the following line. 

2. For a box transcribed all in Nemeth Code, the begin box line may include an 
opening Nemeth Code indicator followed by a space at the beginning of the 
line. For the end box line, a Nemeth Code terminator appears at the end of 
the closing box line. The box lines themselves should be brailled as indicated 
in the most current edition of Braille Formats. If a transcriber's note occurs 
inside a box that is otherwise all in Nemeth Code, do not include the box 
lines within Nemeth mode. 

3. All narrative paragraphs should be transcribed in 3-1 (no blocked paragraphs). 
 
4. Runover margins for itemized material are determined individually for each 

question rather than by section as Formats states. 

5. Author's comments following mathematical equations are treated as part of 
the line of the equation, with runovers in the appropriate location for the 
expression. 

Example: 

You can substitute these values into the equation to find C. Ax + By = C   
Standard form of a linear equation 

4x + 5y = C Substitute values for A and B. 
4(3) + 5(1) = C Substitute values for x and y. 
12 + 5 = C 
17 = C 

 
The standard form of the equation is 4x + 5y = 17. 

  ,y c sub/itute ^! values 9to ! equa;n 
to f9d ;,c4 _% 
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,ax+,by .k ,c _: ,/&>:d =m ( a l9e> 
equa;n _% 

#4x+5y .k ,c _: ,sub/itute values =       
  ,a & ;,b4 _% 

#4(3)+5(1) .k ,c _: ,sub/itute values      
  = ;x & ;y4 _% 
#12+5 .k ,c 
#17 .k ,c _: 
 
,! /&>d =m ( ! *qua;n is 

_% #4x+5y .k #17 _:4 
 

6. Follow Formats for displayed literary text, with the exception of blocked 

paragraphs, which are not used in Nemeth. Follow Nemeth rules for displayed 
math expressions (displayed material begins 2 cells to the right of the material 
above it with runovers two cells to the right of that; no blank lines). 

7. Instructions are transcribed in 5-3 (follows Nemeth formatting rules). At least      
one line of the instructions must be on the same braille page as the questions 
that follow. 

8. Instructions must be followed by lettered or numbered exercises. If there are         
no exercises following the instructions, the text is considered a narrative 
paragraph and transcribed in 3-1. 

 
9.  For an exercise with any number of subentry levels, use margins 1-5 for the first       
     level, and 3-5 for all subsequent levels, (follows Nemeth). 

 

10. If the body of a table, including row headings, consists only of numbers, the 
numeric indicator may be omitted. No TN is required. The whole table is done 
according to Nemeth and must be within Nemeth switches. 

 
11. In listed table format, when transcribing within the Nemeth switches, a double               
      dash (four cells of dots 36) is used for blank entries that are to be filled in. 
 
12. Use analogy symbols according to the rules of Nemeth Code. 
 
13. In a technical context, use the Nemeth caret; in surrounding text, use the FBC  

caret. 
 

14. Words enclosed in shapes are transcribed according to the methods for shapes  
with internal modification and must be enclosed within Nemeth switches. 
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Appendix D 
List of Participants 

 
Revision of Filipino Braille Code Participants 

Marikina RELC 
May 14-18, 2013 

 

Management Staffs: 

1. Mirla R. Olores - Chief of SPED Division 

2. Romeo M. Mina - Senior Education Program Specialist, SPED Division 

3. Rebecca G. Arabain - Publication Production Supervisor, PPHB 

4. Jesus B. Alforte - Printing Foreman, PPHB 

5. Allan R. Mesoga - Proofreader II, PPHB 

 

Consultants: 

1. Adelaida B. Elamparo 
2. Julia R. Capulong 

 
Support Staffs: 

1. Nelly M. Hernandez - Typesetter II, PPHB 

2. Encarnacion B. Malvar - Typesetter II, PPHB 

3. Elizabeth D. Salinas - Administrative Aide IV, PPHB 

4. Augusto M. Salinas - Administrative Aide I, PPHB 

 
Participants: 

1. Loreta G. Barboza - Chief Braillist, RBI Braille Production 

2. Elvira C. Bautista - Administrative Officer II, PPHB 

3. Abigail D. Carinugan - SPED Teacher, Sta. Ana Elementary School 

4. Miguel L. Centeno - Proofreader II, PPHB 

5. Danny M. Dalida - Proofreader II, PPHB 

6. Ma. Theresa L. Ducog - Assistant Braillist, RBI Braille Production 

7. Marilou C. Goloya - SPED Teacher, Sta. Ana Elementary School 

8. Olivia T. Gutierez - SPED Teacher, PNSB 

9. Gloria G. Jamandre - SPED Teacher, PNSB 

10. Preciosa 0. Macasaet - Copyreader, PPHB 

11. Evelyn T. Matienzo - SPED Teacher, Commonwealth  Elementary School 

12. Olivia L. Pagurayan - SPED Professor, PNU 

13. Joel P. Rescober - SPED Teacher, Quirino High School 
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Validation of Filipino Braille Code 

Region III Validation Team: 

1. Zenaida G. Concon - Senior Education Program Specialist, SPED Division 
2. Salvacion C. Olinares - Education Program Specialist II, SPED Division 
3. Allan R. Mesoga - Proofreader II, PPHB 
4. Angel M. Nabor - Typesetter II, PPHB 

 

Region IV-A Validation Team: 

1. Annalyn A. Aquino - Education Program Specialist II, SPED Division 
2. Lauro L. Purcil - Education Program Specialist I, SPED Division 
3. Rebecca G. Arabain - Publication Production Supervisor, PPHB 
4. Encarnacion B. Malvar - Typesetter II, PPHB 

 
NCR Validation Team: 

1. Nancy C. Pascual - Senior Education Program Specialist, SPED Division 
2. Allan R. Mesoga - Proofreader II, PPHB 
3. Nelly M. Hernandez - Typesetter n, PPHB 
4. Encarnacion B. Malvar - Typesetter II, PPHB 

 
Finalization on Filipino Braille Code 

Tagaytay International Convention Center 
November 17-21, 2014 

 
Management Staffs: 

1. Mirla R. Olores - Chief of SPED Division 
2. Salvacion C. Olinares - Education Program Specialist II, SPED Division 
3. Rebecca G. Arabain - Publication Production Supervisor, PPHB 
4. Jesus B. Alforte - Printing Foreman, PPHB 

      5.  Allan R. Mesoga - Proofreader II, PPHB 

Consultants: 
 

1. Adelaida B. Elamparo 
2. Julia R. Capulong 
3. Romeo M. Mina 

 
Group I (Technical Materials): 
 
     1. Rebecca G. Arabain - Publication Production Supervisor, PPHB 
     2. Loreta G. Barboza - Chief Braillist, RBI Braille Production 
     3. Miguel L. Centeno - Proofreader II, PPHB 
     4. Nelly M. Hernandez - Typesetter II, PPHB 
     5. Preciosa 0. Macasaet - Copyreader, PPHB 
     6. Encarnacion B. Malvar - Typesetter II, PPHB 
    7. Allan R. Mesoga - Proofreader II, PPHB 
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    8. Romeo M. Mina - Consultant 
    9. Angel M. Nabor - Typesetter n, PPHB 
   10. Ma. Lea I. Vilvar - Librarian, NLP Braille Section 
 
Group II (Filipino Braille Contractions): 
 

1. Julia R. Capulong - Consultant 

2. Adelaida B. Elamparo - Consultant 

3. Rosalie R. Condes - Principal, PNSB 

4. Danny M. Dalida - Proofreader II, PPHB 

5. Ma. Theresa L. Ducog - Assistant Braillist, RBI Braille Production 

6. Marilou C. Goloya - SPED Teacher, Sta. Ana Elementary School 

7. Olivia T. Gutierez - SPED Teacher, PNSB 

8. Gloria G. Jamandre - SPED Teacher, PNSB 

9. Rhoda A. Nucom - SPED Teacher, Bagong Silang Elementary School 
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